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1 Introduction
Since gravity and quantum mechanics must somehow live successfully together, a quantum
field theory of the metric gµν , or something akin to the metric, has to be a sensible language
at least over many orders of magnitude in length. We quantify this through some length
scale 1/k (where k has units of momentum, mass or energy). But since length scales
must themselves be fluctuating quantities in a quantum gravitational theory, it is not a
priori clear what one should mean by the scale k in this context. This matters because in
quantum field theory, quantities, and couplings in particular, run with scale. It appears as
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though the very notion of such a scale must remain inherently dependent on the metric gµν
itself. These issues become especially acute when we try to formulate the question non-
perturbatively.1 Indeed we will demonstrate in this paper that at least in the conformally
reduced gravity model, this dependence in general leads to a direct conflict with basic RG
notions such as fixed points with respect to the scale k.
As we will discuss in more detail shortly, the non-perturbative approach most often
used, addresses these issues by using the background field method. Then the challenge
becomes recovering a truly background independent description starting from flows in the
inherently background dependent scale k. At the same time, in functional RG approaches
another challenge is the successful formulation of approximations that go beyond finite
dimensional truncations in such a gravitational setting. The research reported in this
paper addresses both of these challenges within the simplified setting of the conformally
reduced quantum gravity model.
An appropriate technique to probe the non-perturbative regime of quantum gravity is
provided by the functional RG expressed in terms of the effective average action (from here
on simply “effective action”) [1, 2], a framework that has been applied in a wide variety
of different contexts, e.g. [3–6]. It is based on the idea of fully integrating out only those
modes in the path integral that possess momenta larger than k, viewed as an infrared
cutoff scale, whereas modes below this scale are suppressed via a momentum dependent
mass term. By varying k, a non-perturbative RG flow is generated with the property that
for k → 0 the information contained in the full path integral is recovered.
Beginning with [7], there is a wealth of literature applying this idea to quantum gravity.
For reviews and introductions see [8–12]. These works are aimed at investigating the
hypothesis of asymptotic safety in quantum gravity [13], which is the possibility that a
continuum limit could be supported by an appropriate ultraviolet fixed point. However
we emphasise that, whether or not this hypothesis is ultimately correct, it is important to
make progress with the foundational, and computational, issues we are addressing here. In
a separate companion paper [14], we investigate specifically the implications for asymptotic
safety that follow from the flow equations we derive here.
Within the background field method, an essential step in setting up the non-
perturbative RG flow for gravity consists in splitting the metric field — in this framework
this is the fundamental variable on which the quantum field theory of gravity is based —
into a background metric g¯µν and a fluctuation field h˜µν :
g˜µν = g¯µν + h˜µν . (1.1)
It is the fluctuation field h˜µν that is quantised, i.e. it is being integrated over in the
functional integral. The use of the background field method has the consequence that
many conventional tools of quantum field theory become applicable for the derivation of
the (functional RG) flow equation, cf. [7]. In this way it is possible, for instance, to
1Actually the issue exists even if nothing runs with scale. Operator product expansions within conformal
field theory then in principle avoid introducing a scale but it is unclear what these constructs mean in a
fluctuating geometry.
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retain background gauge invariance for the effective average action which entails that it
is a diffeomorphism invariant functional of its arguments. Furthermore, and crucially, the
covariant derivative associated with the background field can now be used to define a
momentum scale for fluctuation field modes, which is then compared to the cutoff scale k
to decide whether this mode is to be integrated out or suppressed.2
At the same time it is clear that a background field split as in (1.1) must not affect
the physical observables themselves, in the sense that physical results have to be fully
independent of this arbitrary choice of background metric g¯µν . Separate dependence on
the background field may (and is bound to) appear at intermediate stages of the calculation
but is required to disappear at the very end, e.g. in the evaluation of Green’s functions.
At the level of the effective action in terms of which the flow equation is formulated,
the background field appears as a separate argument alongside the full metric, Γk[gµν , g¯µν ],
where we have introduced the (total) classical metric gµν = 〈g˜µν〉 and made the depen-
dence on the RG scale k explicit. This setup and the ensuing flow equation for the effective
action in principle does not rely on properties of a particular background field g¯µν [7],
implying that no background configuration assumes a distinguished role in this approach
of quantising gravity and that effectively the quantisation proceeds on all backgrounds
simultaneously (see [15–18]), at least up to choice of topology.3 But making sure that
the formalism does not rely on a particular background field is only the first step towards
background independence of physical observables since it would generally still be the case
that each background field configuration leads to different observables due to the addi-
tional background field dependence in a solution Γk[g, g¯] of the flow equation. Instead, the
requirement of background independence of physical observables is a further condition on
the effective action that needs to be imposed separately and, as emphasised in ref. [21], in
addition to the flow equation.
The majority of work on quantum gravity through this approach, has however been
carried out in the so-called single field approximation. This approximation is characterised
by essentially only retaining the g¯-dependence contained in the classical gauge fixing and
ghost terms and the identification g = g¯ in Γk[g, g¯] at a certain stage of the calculation,
cf. [22]. Background independence however can only be investigated in bi-field truncations,
i.e. truncations that retain dependence on both the full metric and the background met-
ric. For studies going significantly beyond the single field approximation in different ways
see [17, 18, 22–29] and also for implications centered around the anomalous dimension of
Newton’s constant see [28–31]. Notably, it has recently been shown how background inde-
pendence as a condition in this strict sense can be recovered in a double Einstein-Hilbert
truncation such that it becomes satisfied at the k → 0 end-point of the flow [22].
One of the main aims of this work is to investigate background independence in the con-
text of conformally reduced quantum gravity and to show that there exists an alternative,
surely deeper, description in which background independence can actually be implemented
2We expand further on this below (1.5), and later comment on contributions from gauge fixing.
3In practice simultaneous quantisation is achieved through heat kernel (i.e. short distance) expansions,
but exact evaluation of the functional trace in the flow equation requires specification of the space-time
topology [19, 20].
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exactly along the entire RG flow, through transformations which are deduced from com-
bining the flow with the appropriate broken Ward Identities. Furthermore this will be
implemented in an approximation that goes beyond polynomial truncations, keeping all
powers of the fields, affording considerably greater insight into the structural issues.
We arrive at conformally reduced quantum gravity by writing
g˜µν = f(χ+ ϕ˜) gˆµν and g¯µν = f(χ) gˆµν , (1.2)
where we consider only metrics that are conformally equivalent to the fixed reference metric
gˆµν . These definitions imply that we can view χ(x) as the background conformal factor and
ϕ˜(x) as the quantum conformal fluctuation field, making up the total quantum conformal
factor φ˜(x) = χ(x) + ϕ˜(x). A path integral quantisation of ϕ˜ will then lead to the classical
fluctuation field ϕ = 〈ϕ˜〉 and total classical field φ = 〈φ˜〉 = χ+ϕ. The quantum fluctuation
field of the metric h˜µν = g˜µν − g¯µν is then given by h˜µν =
[
f(φ˜)− f(χ)
]
gˆµν . Note that
the difference on the right hand side may no longer be positive, corresponding to the fact
that h˜µν need not be a metric field.
Significantly, as we discuss later, we will find that we can work with a general parametri-
sation of the conformal factor as encoded in the function f . In order to represent a valid
parametrisation, the only requirement we need impose on f(φ) is that it be bijective, which
means in this case that f be monotonic in φ, and for a specified range of φ, map to all
positive real numbers.4 Previously used choices include f(φ) = exp(2φ) e.g. [32] where
these conditions indeed hold, or f(φ) = φ2, e.g. [18, 33] where to avoid double counting,
arguably φ˜ ought to be restricted to be positive (without loss of generality).
Keeping only the conformal factor of the metric of course destroys diffeomorphism
invariance. Nevertheless we are able to preserve a remnant of diffeomorphism invariance
which will play an important roˆle, in particular it will continue to strongly constrain the
background field dependence. This remnant is multiplicative rescaling, and via the back-
ground field method the invariance is preserved by imposing
xµ 7→ xµ/λ , f(χ) 7→ λ2f(χ) , (1.3)
where the second equation follows from the expected transformation property of g¯µν , keep-
ing the fixed reference metric fixed. By implementing the broken split Ward identity, we
will in effect ensure that this remnant diffeomorphism invariance is inherited by the total
field φ in the limit k → 0.
However in the ensuing we need to regard ϕ (and ϕ˜) as a scalar field under (1.3) to allow
the cutoff term (2.3) to keep its simple bilinear form and at the same time have the correct
transformation properties. We can only achieve this in the exponential parametrisation.
Then the requirement that f(φ) = exp(2φ) also transforms as in (1.3), can be solved with
the background field covariant choice (χ 7→ χ + lnλ, φ 7→ φ + lnλ, ϕ 7→ ϕ), which indeed
is preserved by a background covariant cutoff. We can also realise this as a quantum
4As we will see, eventually the equations become independent of the choice of f , and thus we can formally
also incorporate the singular case of vanishing metric (f = 0) without any apparent difficulty.
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covariance (χ 7→ χ, φ˜ 7→ φ˜+lnλ, ϕ˜ 7→ ϕ˜+lnλ) which however is then broken by the cutoff,
in close analogy to the properties of the background field formalism in the full theory.
For a general parametrisation f , we can implement (1.3) by requiring all the conformal
factor fields (φ, ϕ, χ) to stay fixed, regarding the transformation (1.3) as acting only on f
and not its argument. Although it is no longer a symmetry of any particular action (since
the form of f now changes), it is a symmetry of theory space which we can insist is preserved
by our RG flow equations. It thus imposes powerful constraints which moreover agree with
what we would expect to inherit from diffeomorphism invariance in the full theory.
By specialising to a background metric g¯µν that is slowly varying (and thus also gˆµν),
so that space-time derivatives of this can be neglected, we effectively terminate at the
level of the Local Potential Approximation (LPA) for the background conformal factor χ.
For the classical fluctuating conformal factor ϕ we will however fully implement O(∂2) in
the derivative expansion approximation. We will make no other approximations. In the
conformally reduced model, the effective action will thus take its most general form at this
level of truncation:
Γk[ϕ, χ] =
∫
ddx
√
g¯
(
−1
2
K(ϕ, χ) g¯µν∂µϕ∂νϕ+ V (ϕ, χ)
)
, (1.4)
where V and K are composite scalar fields to be determined. When compared to the usual
Einstein-Hilbert action, K has absorbed the factor of 1/8piG and V absorbed Λ/16piG (G
being Newton’s constant and Λ the cosmological constant). The wrong-sign in the kinetic
term is inherited from the infamous conformal factor problem [34]. The appearances of the
background metric, and thus background conformal factor f(χ), are as would be dictated
by background diffeomorphism invariance (background curvature terms being neglected by
the choice of slow g¯µν). Although diffeomorphism invariance is broken, at the LPA level
within which we are working, remarkably both here and later the remnant symmetry (1.3)
is enough to play the same roˆle in that it constrains completely all appearances of f(χ).
(This is particularly self evident when we specialise the ansatz above to (4.1), following the
choice gˆµν = δµν .)
The effective action (where we have omitted a parametric dependence on the fixed
reference metric gˆ) satisfies the flow equation (cf. section 2)
∂tΓk[ϕ, χ] =
1
2
Tr
[
1√
g¯
√
g¯
δ2Γk
δϕδϕ
+Rk[χ]
]−1
∂tRk[χ] . (1.5)
(Since local diffeomorphism invariance is broken by conformal reduction, gauge fixing and
ghosts are not required.) Here we have introduced the RG time
t = ln(k/µ) , (1.6)
with µ being a fixed reference scale, which can be thought of as being the usual arbitrary
finite physical mass-scale. Rk is the cutoff operator responsible for suppressing momentum
modes below the infrared cutoff scale k, cf. [1, 2].
The crucial observation is that in the context of the background field method in quan-
tum gravity the cutoff operator itself depends on the background field χ. The reason for
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this is that the cutoff operator is a function of the covariant Laplacian of the background
metric Rk
(−∇¯2), as it is with respect to the spectrum of −∇¯2 that modes are integrated
out or suppressed in the path integral, cf. [15, 35]. Again we emphasise that the rem-
nant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3) enforces precisely this χ dependence at the LPA level
(given that this cutoff term is to be bilinear in the quantum field ϕ˜). In turn it is this extra
background field dependence of the cutoff that forces the effective action Γk[ϕ, χ] to have
separate background field dependence.
It is possible to keep track of the background field dependence through an identity
similar to the flow equation, [5, 17, 18, 21, 23, 36–39] which in the present context assumes
the following form,
1√
g¯
(
δΓk
δχ
− δΓk
δϕ
)
=
1
2
Tr
[
1√
g¯
√
g¯
δ2Γk
δϕδϕ
+Rk[χ]
]−1{
1√
g¯
δRk[χ]
δχ
+ YfRk[χ]
}
. (1.7)
For reasons detailed in section 3, we will refer to this equation as the broken, or modified,
split Ward Identity (msWI). Exact background independence would be realised if the right
hand side of the msWI was zero, implying that the effective action is only a functional of the
total field φ = χ+ϕ. The presence of the cutoff operator however causes the right hand side
to be non-vanishing in general. It is only in the limit k → 0 (holding physical, i.e. unscaled,
momenta and fields fixed) that the cutoff operator drops out and background independence
can be restored exactly. We note therefore that imposing the msWI in addition to the flow
equation (1.5) automatically ensures exact background independence in the limit k → 0.
The multiplicative function Yf in (1.7) is connected to the parametrisation of the conformal
factor in (1.2) and will be determined explicitly in section 3.
Even though at any finite k > 0 exact background independence will inevitably be
lost due to the cutoff, the msWI represents the natural continuation of full background
independence and it is necessary to impose this to restrict the separate background field
dependence of the effective action. Recalling an argument in ref. [21], this can easily be seen
by modifying a solution Γk[ϕ, χ] of the flow equation (1.5) by an arbitrary scale independent
functional of the background field Γk[ϕ, χ] + F [χ]. The result would clearly still be a
solution of the flow equation, a small reflection of the additional freedom available through
the separate background field dependence of the effective action. Solutions of the flow
equation (1.5) therefore do not automatically solve the msWI (1.7), but the latter instead
controls the enlargement of theory space introduced by hand through the background field
split (1.1) or (1.2), which must of course not affect the physical results that we eventually
aim to obtain from Γk.
It is worth emphasising that the msWI constraint (1.7) is not an optional extra. Since
it follows directly from the form of the partition function and the infrared cutoff operator
(cf. (2.1) and section 2), it has to be satisfied at all points on the flow. For the truncation
considered in this work we will show how the msWI can be imposed alongside the flow
equation for any value of k. In doing so it will become clear how the msWI takes appropriate
care of the separate background field dependence of Γk[ϕ, χ] all along the RG flow and in
particular in the limit k → 0 implements exact background independence.
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When all degrees of freedom of the metric are considered in full gravity, the msWI (1.7)
receives additional terms on its right hand side. Beyond the analogue of (1.7) for the metric
fluctuation field hµν it contains terms originating from background dependence induced
through the choice of background-covariant gauge fixing and from cutoff terms in the ghost
action itself. Nevertheless, the above discussion carries over to full gravity. In the limit
k → 0 all cutoff terms are required to vanish and exact background independence can in
principle be restored by noting that the gauge fixing and ghost terms on the right hand side
of the msWI are expected to drop out upon going “on-shell” (assuming such an appropriate
property may be defined). The recent studies [22, 24, 25] indicate that disentangling
background field effects from the true physical content of the effective action leads to
improved results compared to the use of the above mentioned single field approximation
(see also [40] for improvements within the single field approximation). A specific example
where serious problems are encountered in the single field approximation is provided by the
so-called f(R) truncation, cf. [41–43]. This truncation has been shown to break down in
the sense that the physical spaces of eigenoperators are empty due to a reparametrisation
redundancy in the flow equation [20]. The results of the study [21] in particular point
towards the possibility that these problems could be resolved in a more comprehensive
bi-metric approach that makes use of the msWI (1.7).
In ref. [21] these issues were investigated in a toy model, namely scalar field theory at
the level of the LPA. Incorporating by hand some background dependence in the effective
cutoff, it was demonstrated how this could then be removed by imposing also the msWI,
leading to a different formulation with explicit background independence along the entire
RG flow. Those results inspired the research reported here. As we have just reviewed,
providing we impose the msWI, general arguments should ensure that in the gravitational
case we recover background independence in the limit k → 0. However, given that diffeo-
morphism invariance does not allow the background dependence to be removed from the
cutoff, there is no reason a priori to expect that a background independent description
of the entire RG flow should be possible. From this viewpoint our discovery that such a
thing does exist, at least within the model approximation studied here, seems to us both
dramatic and already to hint at some deeper understanding of the meaning of the RG in
quantum gravity.
As an additional result that becomes possible through the use of the msWI (1.7) we
will show in section 5.2 that the specific form in which the conformal factor is parametrised
in (1.2) as given by the function f has no influence on this deeper description. Since the
solutions of the background independent RG equations are mapped in one-to-one fashion
into solutions of the original flow equations, the incorporation of the msWI thus also ensures
that the quantisation of the conformal factor is independent of its parametrisation,5 another
dramatic result which, whilst it could have been expected or at least desired from a physical
point of view, has not been achieved before.
As discussed at the very beginning, the most profound property which we are forced
to confront is the inherent ambiguity in the meaning of RG scale, closely bound up in this
5At least in the truncation considered here, and up to only topological considerations of the range of φ.
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framework with background dependence. Since k is defined with respect to modes of the
covariant Laplacian −∇¯2, or more generally tied to some background measure of inverse
length, it is inherently background field dependent. This notion of RG scale must therefore
be replaced by some other notion if the end result is to be a system of flow equations
that is completely background independent. We will see in section 5.2 that such a notion
is uniquely and self-consistently determined from the structure of the equations, and is
encapsulated in a new quantity6
kˆ = k
α
α+df f(χ)
1
α+df . (1.8)
As we will see in section 5.3, fixed points with respect to kˆ do not have to bear any
relation to fixed points with respect to k. This is to be expected since kˆ-fixed points are
explicitly background independent, whereas as discussed below (1.7), k-fixed points can
only be background independent in general using fixed physical units and taking the limit
k → 0. Worse than that we will see that in general k-fixed points are actually forbidden
to exist by this requirement. However we will also see that k-fixed points may exist in
general for power law f(φ) ∝ φγ , and moreover for judicious choices of the form of f and
its scaling dimension df , the two notions of fixed points can coincide.
The results we have been describing were reached by being guided by the mathematical
structure of the equations, and this is how we will present them in sections 2–5. It is
important that progress can be made in this way since guidance from the mathematical
structure will become even more important in fully fledged quantum gravity. But on the
other hand the results then seem quite obscure from the physical point of view.
In section 6, we aim to rectify this as much as possible by pointing out a number
of subtle issues that underly the equations. In particular it is important to note that
the background metric g¯µν receives its definition in the ultraviolet, as part of the bare
action and functional integral. This includes for example its roˆle in the source term and
insertion of the infrared cutoff cf. eqs. (2.1)–(2.4). Through the derivation (see sections 2
and 3), it is this bare g¯µν that then appears explicitly in the flow equation (1.5) and
msWI (1.7). This matters because nothing prevents the conformal factor from picking
up an anomalous scaling dimension [φ] = η/2 6= 0, as we will see explicitly in sections 5.2
and 6. But then f(φ) in general must contain a bare dimensionful parameter. This has two
profound consequences. Firstly f must then run with scale, which already suggests that
the two notions of fixed point cannot coincide, and secondly it means that the quantities
in (1.4) need to be renormalised. Fortunately, as we will see in section 6, the existence of
background independent variables allows us to pass from bare to renormalised quantities
in such a way that the effective action takes the same form as (1.4) but with all quantities
replaced by their renormalised counter-parts.
At first sight we have no choice over the dimensional assignment of [f ] = df since if
we regard the reference metric gˆµν as on the same footing as the quantum metric g˜µν and
background metric g¯µν , then we must set df = 0 as is clear from (1.2). However, multiple
choices of dimensional assignments necessarily co-exist in the theory. For example, the
6α is a function of scaling dimensions, (5.13), and df is the scaling dimension of f .
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remnant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3) can itself be regarded as a particular choice of
dimensional assignments [ ] = [ ]D where we set [x]D = −1 and [f ]D = 2, and all other
dimensions are set to zero. Linear combinations of these dimensional assignments and
the usual assignments are then also allowed, corresponding to a mixing between different
scaling symmetries. As fully explored in section 6, we will see in this way why a general
dimension df can be incorporated, and why specific choices then allow the fixed points
with respect to k and kˆ to coincide.
As already mentioned, we defer to a companion paper [14] a detailed analysis of the
properties of fixed points of the resulting background independent flow equations.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In section 4, generalising [44],
we formulate in an elegant way the technical steps necessary to compute the functional
trace in both the flow equation and msWI, algorithmically, order by order in a derivative
expansion, whilst carefully negotiating some subtleties of the slow background field limit.
In section 7.1 we compare the background-independent flow equations to those from scalar
field theory at O(∂2) level, highlighting both the close similarities at this stage but also the
crucial differences. In section 7.2 we demonstrate why differences in our approach make
no direct comparison possible with earlier work. Finally, in section 8, we summarise and
draw our conclusions.
2 The flow equation for the conformal factor
Truncating theory space to contain functionals of the conformal factor only by writing (1.2)
leaves us to consider effective actions that depend on the two single-component fields ϕ and
χ. This simplifies the flow equation for Γk as we no longer have to take into account any
gauge fixing or ghost terms, since these degrees of freedom are discarded by our insistence
on a fixed reference metric gˆµν in (1.2). Nevertheless, the flow equation does not simply
reduce to that of scalar field theory in the presence of a background field but still contains
important features indicating its origin from a flow equation on a truncated theory space
of quantum gravity. In order to spell out these differences we go through the derivation
of (1.5) from the path integral in some detail.
The starting point is the Euclidean functional integral over the fluctuation part of the
conformal factor,
exp(Wk) =
∫
Dϕ˜ exp (−S[χ+ ϕ˜]− Sk[ϕ˜, g¯] + Ssrc[ϕ˜, g¯]) , (2.1)
where the quantum analogue of the classical ϕ is denoted ϕ˜. In order to make sense of
this construct we need to provide an overall ultraviolet regularisation at some high scale
k0. We will later need to acknowledge dependence on this scale k0, but we do not need to
specify the ultraviolet regularisation explicitly.7 In this equation and in what follows we
will continue to express quantities in terms of the background metric g¯ to highlight the
fact that the results are those that would be expected more generally in a diffeomorphism
7The simplest and consistent choice however is to the use the Legendre transform relation in ref. [2] to
define the bare action as the resulting Wilsonian effective action at the scale k0 [45].
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invariant theory, but underneath these appearances lies the identification as in the second
equation of (1.2). We will make all this fully explicit later. The implied appearances of f(χ)
are in fact completely dictated by the remnant background diffeomorphism invariance (1.3)
as we will see, and as already emphasised in the Introduction.
Under the conformal truncation (1.2), the bare action for gravity turns into the bare
action for the total conformal factor,
S[g¯ + h˜]→ S[χ+ ϕ˜]. (2.2)
The cutoff action Sk has to suppress the momentum modes of the dynamical field ϕ˜ and
takes the form
Sk[ϕ˜, g¯] =
1
2
∫
ddx
√
g¯(x) ϕ˜(x)Rk[g¯]ϕ˜(x), (2.3)
where we are operating in d dimensions and have explicitly kept the Riemannian measure
of the background field in the same way as it appears in the cutoff action of the full gravi-
tational functional integral Sk[h˜µν , g¯µν ], cf. [7]. This is in agreement with the background
field method [46, 47]: the gauge degrees of freedom should be absorbed by g¯µν , leaving ϕ˜
to transform covariantly, in this case as a scalar field. Rk[g¯] is to be regarded as a scalar
operator (i.e. mapping scalar fields to scalar fields). Then we note that as advertised, the
remnant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3) is in fact sufficient on its own to fix the f(χ)
dependence of the measure in (2.3). We have also made explicit the dependence of the
cutoff operator on the background metric. Again bearing the gravitational setting in mind,
and in agreement with (1.3), the source term needs to be of form
Ssrc[ϕ˜, g¯] =
∫
ddx
√
g¯(x) ϕ˜(x)J(x). (2.4)
Assuming that g¯µν is k independent, taking a t-derivative of (2.1) leads to
∂tWk = −1
2
∫
ddx
√
g¯(x) ddy
√
g¯(y) ∂tRk[g¯](x, y)〈ϕ˜(x)ϕ˜(y)〉, (2.5)
where t is defined by (1.6) and we have rewritten the cutoff operator using its kernel
according to
Rk(x, y) = Rk,x
δ(x− y)√
g¯(y)
, (2.6)
with the subscript in Rk,x indicating that this differential operator acts on x-dependence.
We then proceed in the usual way via a Legendre transformation with respect to the source,
Γ˜k[ϕ, g¯] =
∫
ddx
√
g¯(x) J(x)ϕ(x)−Wk[J, g¯], with ϕ = 1√
g¯
δWk
δJ
(2.7)
so that using the well-known identity
〈ϕ˜(x)ϕ˜(y)〉 =
(
1√
g¯(x)
√
g¯(y)
δ2Γ˜k
δϕ(x)δϕ(y)
)−1
+ ϕ(x)ϕ(y) (2.8)
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together with the redefinition Γk[ϕ, g¯] = Γ˜k[ϕ, g¯]− Sk[ϕ, g¯] turns (2.5) into
∂tΓk[ϕ, g¯] =
1
2
∫
x
∫
y
[
Γ(2)(x, y) +Rk(x, y)
]−1
∂tRk(y, x). (2.9)
Here, we have abbreviated
∫
x ≡
∫
ddx
√
g¯(x) and written
Γ(2)(x, y) =
1√
g¯(x)
√
g¯(y)
δ2Γk
δϕ(x)δϕ(y)
(2.10)
for the Hessian of the effective action. We have further exploited the fact that the kernel
Rk(x, y) is symmetric. The flow equation (2.9) is the detailed form of (1.5) and it contains
the appropriate factors of the background field in places where they are to be expected in a
truncation of a gravitational effective action, while the implied factors of f(χ) must appear
in these places as imposed by the remnant background diffeomorphism symmetry (1.3).
As remarked in the Introduction, in these equations and thus also in what follows, it
is clear that g¯µν is a bare quantity. This will become important when we acknowledge that
through (1.2) it becomes a composite operator. For now all we need is the fact that the
relations (1.2) are therefore k independent, as was assumed in deriving (2.5). We can safely
ignore the fact that f generically depends on the overall cutoff scale k0, until section 6 when
we will show how the equations can be renormalised.
For completeness, let us stress that because of the replacement (2.2) in the functional
integral (2.1) using (1.2), the effective action in (2.9) of course has a dependence on χ that
we have not indicated notationally. Later on we will make the identification g¯µν = f(χ) gˆµν
so that the second argument of the effective action Γk[ϕ, g¯] turns into the background
conformal factor χ, making the dependence on χ explicit.
Connected with the conformal truncation (2.2), there is another issue worth men-
tioning. Any truncation ansatz for the effective action Γk[ϕ, g¯] in (2.9) that reflects its
gravitational nature will contain the parametrisation function f entering through the sec-
ond equation in (1.2), as enforced by (1.3), cf. (1.4) or more explicitly (4.1). As mentioned
in the Introduction we will show in section 5.2 that this dependence on the way the con-
formal factor is parametrised can be completely eliminated through the use of the msWI
of the following section. In this sense the quantisation of the conformal factor, at least in
the truncation we will consider, is independent of the parametrisation f . But there is a
more subtle way in which the parametrisation function enters the current setup. Starting
from a bare action of the metric field S [g˜µν ] = S[g¯µν + h˜µν ] and applying the conformal
truncation (1.2) leads to a bare action Sf [χ + ϕ˜] that depends on the parametrisation
function f . In principle this f -dependence carries through to the effective action in the
flow equation (2.9) and this could in general be an additional dependence on f that is not
explicitly represented in any ansatz one might propose for Γk[ϕ, g¯]. However we can see
this is not so, via a universality argument. If we formally imagine the effective action to
be expanded in terms of all allowed operators,
Γk[ϕ, g¯] =
∑
n
gn(k)On[ϕ, g¯] (2.11)
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with RG scale dependent couplings gn(k), there will be a map between the couplings of
this expansion and the bare couplings contained in the bare action S[g˜µν ] = S[f(χ+ ϕ˜)gˆµν ]
as given by the Legendre transform (2.7). Adopting a different choice of parametrisation
function f in (1.2) will only lead to a correspondingly modified map between the bare
couplings and the couplings in the effective action (2.11). In other words, if we can find a
satisfactory solution of the flow equation (2.9) different parametrisations f simply corre-
spond to different ways of mapping the couplings of the effective action onto the couplings
of the bare action in the functional integral approach. Given that we can derive any physi-
cal observable from the effective action, we may regard any f -dependence that affects only
the bare action couplings in this way as physically irrelevant.
3 The split Ward identity for the conformal factor
The background field split for the full metric (1.1) carries over to the analogous background
field split of the conformal factor in (1.2) and it is a characteristic feature of gravity that
the effective action possesses a separate dependence on the background field. This is the
case for full gravity but also in the conformal truncation. As mentioned in the Introduction
this comes especially from the fact that the coarse graining procedure as implemented by
the cutoff operator Rk is realised through the covariant background Laplacian −∇¯2, which
in the conformal approximation (1.2) results in a dependence of the cutoff on the back-
ground conformal factor χ, as dictated by (1.3). In order to keep track of this background
field dependence and to ensure background independence in the limit k → 0 we need the
msWI (1.7), the derivation of which is given here.
For the sake of clarity it will be useful in this section to make the identification
g¯µν = f(χ) δµν (3.1)
of (1.2) with the fixed reference metric taken to be flat. This choice will be used in actual
computations in the later sections of this work.
The functional integral for the conformal factor (2.1) then becomes
exp(Wk) =
∫
Dϕ˜ exp(−S[χ+ ϕ˜]− Sk[ϕ˜, χ] + Ssrc[ϕ˜, χ]). (3.2)
The msWI originates from the observation that the bare action in this partition function
is invariant under split symmetry (called shift invariance in ref. [21]) as expressed in
ϕ˜(x) 7→ ϕ˜(x) + ε(x) χ(x) 7→ χ(x)− ε(x), (3.3)
but the cutoff action breaks this invariance,8 cf. [16, 21, 22]. It is the violation of split sym-
metry that signals the loss of background independence, both at the level of the functional
integral and at the level of the effective action.
8The source term also breaks split invariance but does not contribute to the separate background field
dependence in Γk[ϕ, χ], as the ensuing calculation shows.
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Applying the shifts (3.3) with an infinitesimal ε(x) to the functional integral (3.2) with√
g¯ = f(χ)d/2 in the cutoff action (2.3) and the source term (2.4) leads to
−
∫
w
f−
d
2
δWk
δχ
ε =
∫
w
[
J− d
2
∂χlnf 〈ϕ˜〉J−Rk〈ϕ˜〉+ d
4
∂χlnf 〈ϕ˜ Rkϕ˜〉+ 1
2
〈ϕ˜ ∂χRk ϕ˜〉
]
ε. (3.4)
The Legendre transformation (2.7) with the shifts (3.3) gives
∫
w
f−
d
2
δWk
δχ
ε =
∫
w
[
d
2
( ∂χlnf Jϕ)− f− d2 δΓ˜k
δχ
]
ε, (3.5)
which we use in (3.4). Performing similar steps as in the previous section, exploiting (2.8)
and redefining Γk[ϕ, χ] = Γ˜k[ϕ, χ]− Sk[ϕ, χ] then results in∫
w
f−
d
2
(
δΓk
δχ
− δΓk
δϕ
)
ε =
1
2
∫
x
∫
y
∆(x, y)
[
d
2
∂χlnf(y)Rk(y, x) + ∂χRk(y, x)
]
ε(y). (3.6)
Here we have again used the kernel notation (2.6), the integral notation introduced be-
low (2.9) and abbreviated
∆(x, y) = 〈ϕ˜(x)ϕ˜(y)〉 − ϕ(x)ϕ(y) =
[
f(x)−
d
2 f(y)−
d
2
δ2Γk
δϕ(x)δϕ(y)
+Rk(x, y)
]−1
. (3.7)
The parametrisation function f inherits its coordinate dependence from the background
field χ and it is therefore useful use the shorthand f(x) ≡ f(χ(x)), where appropriate. The
msWI is obtained by dropping the arbitrary choice of ε(w),
f(w)−
d
2
(
δΓk
δχ(w)
− δΓk
δϕ(w)
)
=
1
2
∫
x
∫
y
∆(x, y)
[
d
2
∂χlnf(y)Rk(y, x) + ∂χRk(y, x)
]
δ(y − w)
f(w)
d
2
.
(3.8)
We see that (3.8) is the written out form of (1.7), where
Yf (x,w) =
d
2
∂χlnf
δ(x− w)
f(w)
d
2
(3.9)
is an additional contribution, beyond the background field dependence of the cutoff op-
erator itself, that originates from the background field contained in the measure of the
cutoff action (2.3). We will see in section 5.2 that both contributions are crucial for the
implementation of the msWI (3.8) on the entire RG flow.
4 Derivative expansion
In this section we develop all the steps necessary to perform a derivative expansion of the
effective action, flow equation (2.9) and msWI (3.8), specialised to the slow background
field case.
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4.1 Derivative expansion of the effective action
In order to truncate the effective action of the conformal factor Γk[ϕ, χ] we make use of a
derivative expansion. This is an expansion scheme that has proved successful in applications
of the functional RG to other quantum field theories such as scalar field theory, e.g. [44].
As already mentioned in the Introduction we simplify matters by specialising to a slow
background field such that ∂µχ is neglected. We now also specialise gˆµν = δµν as in (3.1).
Then our already advertised ansatz (1.4) takes the form
Γk[ϕ, χ] =
∫
ddxf(χ)
d
2
(
−1
2
K(ϕ, χ)
f(χ)
(∂µϕ)
2 + V (ϕ, χ)
)
(4.1)
in which we keep a general scalar potential V (ϕ, χ) at zeroth order of the derivative ex-
pansion and a general scalar function K(ϕ, χ) at O(∂2) for the fluctuation field ϕ. It is
understood that both of them depend on the RG time t.
Since this effective action represents an approximation in the conformal sector of quan-
tum gravity we want to see the appropriate measure factor fd/2 as above. Similarly in order
to keep as close as possible to the formulation in full quantum gravity, we want the kinetic
term in (4.1) to appear as above, since the 1/f factor is what remains from the invariant
construction using g¯µν . Consistent with these expectations, these dependencies are in fact
enforced by the remnant background diffeomorphism invariance (1.3).
A further conspicuous feature of (4.1) is the minus sign in front of the kinetic term of ϕ,
reflecting the negative sign of the kinetic term of the conformal factor that is obtained for
the Einstein-Hilbert action and is otherwise known as the the conformal factor problem.
Note that as far as the effective action is concerned, this sign can be accommodated in
a natural way as already discussed in [7], although see also ref. [33] and our comments
in section 7.1. In the context of conformally reduced quantum gravity it has also been
discussed in [15, 16, 18]. We will come back to this in section 7.2.
Of course a full treatment of the effective action at O(∂2) of the derivative expansion
would also allow χ(x) to vary with x such that an analogous kinetic term for the background
field can no longer be neglected and indeed one would then also have to include a mixed
term ∼ ∂µϕ∂µχ. We comment further on this in the Conclusions.
4.2 Strategy for the evaluation of the traces
An essential step in deriving the flow equation and the msWI for the ansatz (4.1) is the
evaluation of the traces in (2.9) and (3.8). In the following we will derive a general frame-
work that can be used to perform this task in the present context of conformally reduced
gravity and for a derivative expansion of the effective action.
We are interested in the expression
TK =
∫
ddxddy
√
g¯(x)
√
g¯(y) ∆(x, y)K(y, x) (4.2)
for a generic kernel K that can be chosen correspondingly for the flow equation and the
msWI, and ∆(x, y) has been introduced in (3.7).
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For any function u(x), the kernel K(x, y) satisfies the relation∫
ddy
√
g¯(y)K(x, y)u(y) = Kxu(x), (4.3)
where Kx is the associated differential operator acting on x-dependence. This relation
between the kernel and its differential operator is satisfied if they obey (2.6) with K in
place of Rk. Using this in (4.2), we find
TK =
∫
ddx ddy [∆xδ(x− y)] [Kyδ(y − x)] =
∫
ddx∆xKx δ(x− x′)
∣∣∣
x′=x
, (4.4)
where in the last step the differential operators act on the delta function before setting
x′ = x. For the flow equation (2.9) we simply have Kx = ∂tRk,x while for the msWI (3.8)
the operator Kx takes the form
Kx = δ(x− w)
f(w)
d
2
{
d
2
∂χlnf Rk,x + ∂χRk,x
}
. (4.5)
The differential operator Rk,x acts to its right, leaving the delta function untouched. It is
a function of the covariant background field Laplacian,
Rk,x = Rk
(−∇¯2x) = Rk (−f(χ)−1∂2x) (4.6)
where we have made use of the conformal reduction (1.2) and neglected any derivatives of
χ. Using this, and by expressing δ(x − x′) in momentum space, (4.4) can be transformed
as follows,
TK =
∫
ddx
ddp
(2pi)d
e−ip·x
′
∆xK
(−f−1∂2x) eip·x∣∣∣
x=x′
(4.7)
=
∫
ddx
ddp
(2pi)d
{
e−ip·x∆xeip·x
}K (f−1p2) . (4.8)
In the last step we have again neglected all ∂µχ-terms. Since we make use of this specialisa-
tion to slow background fields, the operator K in this calculation effectively has no separate
dependence on w or x through the background field χ. In section 4.5, a careful treatment
of this slow background field assumption demonstrates that this is also effectively true for
the delta function appearing in (4.5). Abbreviating
Q(p, x) = e−ip·x∆xeip·x (4.9)
we can finally write
TK =
∫
ddx
ddp
(2pi)d
Q(p, x)K (f−1p2) . (4.10)
The function Q(p, x) will still be x-dependent in general, as it may contain instances of the
fluctuation field ϕ(x) and its derivatives. In the next section we will perform a derivative
expansion of Q(p, x) which can then be used in the last expression to evaluate both the
flow equation and the msWI.
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4.3 Derivative expansion of Q(p, x)
When the ansatz (4.1) for the effective action is substituted into the left hand side of the
flow equation (2.9) or the msWI (3.8), the resulting expression already has the form of a
derivative expansion. On their right hand sides however, we encounter the term
Q(p, x) = e−ip·x∆xeip·x = e−ip·x
[
Γ(2) +R
]−1
eip·x (4.11)
as it appears in (4.10). Since it will be more convenient in the following, we have ex-
pressed (3.7) in the more compact and equivalent differential operator notation, temporar-
ily omitting k-dependence to avoid clutter. With an inverse of an operator containing the
fluctuation field ϕ(x) and its derivatives, this term in its current form is not presented
in a derivative expansion. In order to be able to compare the left hand sides with the
corresponding right hands sides order by order in the derivative expansion we proceed
as follows.
First, the definition (4.11) can be rewritten as
R
{
eip·xQ
}
= eip·x
(
1− e−ip·xΓ(2) { eip·xQ}) . (4.12)
For the moment assuming that R is an analytic function of its first argument, a derivative
expansion of the left hand side can be achieved by using(−∂2)n { eip·xQ} = eip·x [p2nQ− 2inp2n−2pµ∂µQ− np2n−2∂2Q
−2n(n− 1)p2n−4pµpν∂µ∂νQ+O
(
∂3
)]
(4.13)
in the Taylor expansion
R(−∂2, χ){ eip·xQ} = ∞∑
n=0
R(n)(0, χ)
n!
(−∂2)n { eip·xQ} . (4.14)
Summing this series leaves us with an expansion that makes sense for any R(−∂2, χ):
R(−∂2, χ){ eip·xQ} = eip·x[R(p2, χ)Q− 2i∂p2R(p2, χ)pµ∂µQ− ∂p2R(p2, χ)∂2Q
−2∂2p2R(p2, χ)pµpν∂µ∂νQ+O
(
∂3
)]
. (4.15)
By substituting this result on the left hand side of (4.12), we arrive at the following implicit
equation for Q,
Q =R
(
p2, χ
)−1 [
1− e−ip·xΓ(2) { eip·xQ}+ 2i∂p2R(p2, χ)pµ∂µQ
+ ∂p2R(p
2, χ)∂2Q+ 2∂2p2R(p
2, χ)pµpν∂µ∂νQ+O
(
∂3
)]
. (4.16)
The Hessian operator associated with the ansatz (4.1) can be separated into contributions
according to the number of derivatives of ϕ they contain,
Γ(2) = Γ
(2)
0 + Γ
(2)
1 + Γ
(2)
2 (4.17)
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with the individual terms given by
Γ
(2)
0 = V
′′ +
K
f
∂2, Γ
(2)
1 =
K ′
f
∂µϕ∂
µ, Γ
(2)
2 =
1
2
K ′′
f
(∂µϕ)
2 +
K ′
f
∂2ϕ. (4.18)
In the same vein, we also expand
Q = Q0 +Q1 +Q2 + . . . , (4.19)
collecting terms with n derivatives of ϕ into Qn. Derivatives ∂µQn therefore are allocated
to Qn+1 since we infer from the definition (4.11) that Q depends on x only through the
fluctuation field ϕ(x) and its derivatives as they appear in the Hessian Γ(2) as well as
the background field χ(x) whose derivatives we neglect, however. Using this expansion
and (4.17) in (4.16) leads to implicit equations for the first three terms Qn, n = 0, 1, 2 that
are easily solved to give
Q0 =
[
V ′′ − K
f
p2 +R
]−1
(4.20)
Q1 =− ipµ
[
∂ϕK
f
Q0∂µϕ+ 2
(
K
f
+ ∂p2R
)
∂µQ0
]
Q0
Q2 =−
[
ipµ
{
∂ϕK
f
Q1∂µϕ+ 2
(
K
f
+ ∂p2R
)
∂µQ1
}
+
(
K
f
+ ∂p2R
)
∂2Q0 (4.21)
+
∂ϕK
f
(
∂µϕ∂
µQ0 +Q0∂
2ϕ
)
+
1
2
∂2ϕK
f
Q0 (∂µϕ)
2 + 2∂2p2Rp
µpν∂µ∂νQ0
]
Q0.
In these expressions R = R(p2, χ), and they can now be used directly in (4.10) to obtain
both the flow equation (2.9) and the msWI (3.8). Out of these Q1 is an odd function
of momentum and therefore integrates to zero in (4.10). This is expected since there are
no terms in the effective action with only one derivative of ϕ, but we display Q1 since it
appears in the O(∂2)-term Q2.
4.4 Evaluation of the flow equation
We are now in a position to evaluate the flow equation (2.9) for the truncation ansatz (4.1)
using the result (4.10) with K(p2/f) = R˙(p2/f). Here and in the following the dot notation
refers to a derivative with respect to RG time t, as defined in (1.6). Making use of (4.19)
and (4.20) we immediately obtain
∂tV (ϕ, χ) =
Ω˜d−1
2
f(χ)−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1
R˙(p2/f)
∂2ϕV −Kp2/f +R(p2/f)
. (4.22)
It involves the constant Ω˜d−1 = Ωd−1/(2pi)d, where Ωd−1 is the surface area of the (d− 1)-
dimensional sphere, and is expressed as an integral over the modulus p = |pµ|. The overall
background field factor in front of the integral has its origin in the left hand side of the
flow equation and comes from the measure factor contained in the ansatz (4.1).
A similar computation at O(∂2) of the derivative expansion involving (4.21) leads to
f(χ)−1∂tK(ϕ, χ) = Ω˜d−1 f(χ)−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1 P
(
p2, ϕ, χ
)
R˙
(
p2/f
)
, (4.23)
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where
P =− 1
2
∂2ϕK
f
Q20 +
∂ϕK
f
(
2∂3ϕV −
2d+ 1
d
∂ϕK
f
p2
)
Q30 (4.24)
−
[{
4+d
d
∂ϕK
f
p2−∂3ϕV
}(
∂p2R−
K
f
)
+
2
d
p2∂2p2R
(
∂ϕK
f
p2−∂3ϕV
)](
∂3ϕV −
∂ϕK
f
p2
)
Q40
− 4
d
p2
(
∂p2R−
K
f
)2(
∂3ϕV −
∂ϕK
f
p2
)2
Q50
is obtained from (4.21) by integration by parts under the integral in (2.9). We have chosen
to arrange this expression by orders of powers of the O(∂0)-term Q0, (4.20).
The flow equations (4.22) and (4.23) are still rather general as we have not specified
the form of the cutoff operator R(z). We will come back to this in section 5.2.
4.5 Evaluation of the modified split Ward identity
In principle the msWI (3.8) can be obtained along the same lines as the flow equation in
the previous section. Due to the type of truncation we made for the effective action, (4.1),
there is however an additional small but important subtlety that needs to be taken care of.
As emphasised just before section 4.2 we consider slowly varying background fields χ(x) so
that we can take functional derivatives as in the left hand side of the msWI (3.8) but neglect
all derivatives ∂µχ compared to derivatives of the fluctuation field ∂µϕ, in accordance with
the truncation ansatz (4.1). While the derivation of the msWI in section 3 is completely
general, we have to neglect derivatives ∂µε(x) of the shifts in (3.3) for our truncation of
the effective action in order to remain in the regime of slowly varying background fields
χ(x). To do this it is convenient to start from the version (3.6) of the msWI as it explicitly
contains the shifts ε. With the ansatz (4.1) for the effective action, the integrand on its
left hand side becomes
f−
d
2
(
δΓk
δχ
− δΓk
δϕ
)
= − 1
2f
{
∂χK − ∂ϕK + d− 2
2
∂χlnf K
}
(∂µϕ)
2
+
d
2
∂χlnf V + ∂χV − ∂ϕV + I, (4.25)
where, writing K(x) = K(ϕ(x), χ(x)), the last term is
I(w) = f(w)−
d
2
∫
ddxf(x)
d
2
K(x)
f(x)
∂µδ(x− w)∂µϕ(x). (4.26)
Hence, for slowly varying ε we have ∫
w
I(w) ε(w) = 0, (4.27)
causing this term to drop out on the left hand side of the msWI (3.6). We note here that
we would arrive at the same result for the left hand side of (3.8) if we consider the delta
function in (4.26) to be slowly varying itself, ∂µδ(x− w) = 0.
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The right hand side of the msWI (3.6) can be evaluated using the techniques of sec-
tion 4.2. Instead of (4.5) we use
Kx = ε(x)
{
d
2
∂χlnf(x)Rk,x + ∂χRk,x
}
(4.28)
resulting in the appropriately modified version of (4.10),
TK =
∫
ddx
ddp
(2pi)d
Q(p, x)
[
d
2
∂χlnf Rk(p
2/f) + ∂χRk(p
2/f)
]
ε(x). (4.29)
At order O(∂0) of the derivative expansion (4.19) with (4.20), this last expression can
be used directly with the corresponding part of (4.25) in (3.6) to get the msWI for the
potential,
∂χV − ∂ϕV + d
2
∂χlnf V =
Ω˜d−1
2
f(χ)−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1
∂χR(p
2/f) + d2 ∂χlnf R(p
2/f)
∂2ϕV −Kp2/f +R(p2/f)
. (4.30)
The last term on the left hand side stems from the measure factor in the ansatz (4.1) for
the effective action. In the same way, the second term in the numerator on the right hand
side has its origin in the measure factor of the cutoff action (2.3), whereas the first term
is a result of the fact that the cutoff is imposed with respect to the eigenmodes of the
background field Laplacian, −∇¯2.
In order to evaluate (4.29) at second order of the derivative expansion using (4.21), we
integrate by parts under the spatial integral in (4.29), just as for the flow equation. The
advantage of the representation (4.29) is that it makes it apparent that this integration
by parts does not pick up additional terms from the operator (4.28) as long as we neglect
all derivatives of the background field and the shift function ε(x). Thus, collecting the
(∂µϕ)
2-terms from (4.25) for the left hand side of the msWI (3.6), the msWI for the kinetic
term assumes the form
1
f
{
∂χK − ∂ϕK + d− 2
2
∂χlnf K
}
= Ω˜d−1f−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1 P (p2, ϕ, χ)
[
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R
]
.
(4.31)
Here, P is the same as for the flow equation, (4.24), and from now on the argument of
the cutoff is understood to be R = R(p2/f). On the right hand side we find the two
contributions analogous to the right hand side of the msWI for the potential, (4.30), and
on the left hand side the factor (d − 2)/2 = d/2 − 1 comprises the contribution coming
from the measure factor and from the background covariant derivative of the kinetic term
in the ansatz (4.1).
We also note that for the right hand side of (4.31) too, we could have instead started
from (3.8) with (4.5) as long as we regard the delta function δ(x − w) to be slowly vary-
ing, allowing us to neglect its derivatives. However, the justification for this can only be
understood when using the form (3.6) of the msWI together with a correct treatment of
the shift function ε(x) as above.
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5 Combining the msWI and flow equations
In this section we combine the flow equation and msWI, resulting in flow equations with
respect to a new scale kˆ that are explicitly independent of the background field χ and
moreover explicitly independent of f . Then we compare fixed points under these flows to
fixed points under the original flow equations.
5.1 Background dependence
Our starting point is the collection of flow and msWI equations for V and K, as given
by (4.22), (4.23), (4.30) and (4.31), where P defined through (4.24) using (4.20). The
reader can easily verify that the remnant background diffeomorphism invariance (1.3) is
respected by this system, since through the Fourier transform relations, (1.3) implies also
p 7→ λ p . (5.1)
Considering the flow equations for the potential (4.22) and for the kinetic term (4.23),
it would seem that the background field enters through the parametrisation function f
of (1.2). As discussed previously this is certainly not surprising in the present context of
the conformal factor of quantum gravity. Note however that there appear no derivatives
with respect to the background field in either of the flow equations, a direct consequence
of the general structure of the flow equation of the effective action (1.5). This means
that actually the flow equations are then independent of f , as can be seen by choosing
λ =
√
f(χ) and making the change of variables (5.1) in the integrals on their right hand
sides. The flow equations themselves therefore also have no explicit dependence on χ or
its derivatives.
Na¨ıvely we can therefore arrive at background independent solutions
S0 = {V (ϕ, χ) ≡ Vt(ϕ), K(ϕ, χ) ≡ Kt(ϕ)}
by simply declaring that K and V are independent of χ, as shown. But such solutions
clearly destroy the idea that the fundamental underlying theory should depend on the
total field φ = ϕ + χ. Alternatively for the flow equations we can just regard χ as an
auxiliary parameter and use it to label a range of different solutions in terms of ϕ and t:
Sχ = {Vt(ϕ, χ),Kt(ϕ, χ)} .
Adapting the simple example discussed in the Introduction, we note that if Vt(ϕ, χ) is a
solution then Vt(ϕ, χ)+F (χ) is also a solution of (4.22) and (4.23), where F is an arbitrary
t-independent function of the background field. We see now that the freedom is far larger.
Apart from a tacit assumption of continuity in χ, there is complete freedom in how we
choose to scan through different solutions, i.e. implement dependence on χ.
All this illustrates that from an investigation of the flow equation(s) alone we cannot
control the background field dependence of the renormalization group solutions sufficiently.
Indeed it is then by no means possible to guess what background independence is meant to
mean, let alone ensure that it is established. This makes concrete the discussion we set out
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in the Introduction. The fact that it is possible to successfully quantise for all background
configurations simultaneously does not guarantee background independence. Instead the
result is simply a separate effective action for each background field configuration.
Therefore, what seems to be called for is an additional identity that complements the
flow equation in a way that involves the background field as an independent variable in a
differential equation, rather than just as a parameter. This is the roˆle played by the broken
split Ward identity given by (4.30) for the potential and by (4.31) for the kinetic term. The
expectation will be that the msWI, when used in conjunction with the flow equation, will
eliminate the additional freedom represented by the background field as described here.
One aim of this section is to show that this can be achieved by appropriately combining
the msWI with the flow equation.
Note that the msWI equations (4.30) and (4.31) do depend on f(χ) in a non-trivial way.
In particular making the change of variables (5.1) with λ =
√
f(χ), does not eliminate f(χ)
from these equations. Nevertheless when appropriately combined with the flow equations,
we will again find that the parametrisation function f drops out.
5.2 Background independence
We begin by redefining
V 7→ Ω˜d−1
2
V, K 7→ Ω˜d−1
2
K, R 7→ Ω˜d−1
2
R (5.2)
to convert the flow equation (4.22) and the msWI (4.30) for the potential into
∂tV (ϕ, χ) = f(χ)
− d
2
∫
dp pd−1Q0 R˙, (5.3a)
∂χV − ∂ϕV + d
2
∂χlnf V = f(χ)
− d
2
∫
dp pd−1Q0
[
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R
]
, (5.3b)
where we have made use of the zeroth order of the derivative expansion Q0 given in (4.20).
Rescaling the cutoff operator by a positive constant as we have done here is allowed since
it does not affect the suppression of modes it is responsible for. In the same way, the flow
equation (4.23) and the msWI (4.31) for the kinetic term are transformed into
f−1∂tK(ϕ, χ) = 2f−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1 P
(
p2, ϕ, χ
)
R˙, (5.4a)
f−1
{
∂χK − ∂ϕK + d− 2
2
∂χlnf K
}
= 2f−
d
2
∫
dp pd−1 P (p2, ϕ, χ)
[
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R
]
,
(5.4b)
where P is still given by (4.24).
So far we have left the functional form of Rk(p
2/f) completely general. In fact it
is constrained, in particular by the need to respect scaling dimensions. As intimated in
the Introduction, there are a number of subtleties in implementing such dimensions in
the present context. We will carefully reason through these subtleties in section 6. For
now we just make the minimum justifications and accept the assignments as intuitively
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reasonable, since we want to demonstrate that the mathematical structure alone is enough
to be guided towards a deeper description in terms of a new background independent scale
kˆ and background invariant flow equations.
We know that we have to allow generically for an anomalous dimension of the conformal
fluctuation field [ϕ] = η/2. Then in order for the left hand sides of the broken split Ward
identities (5.3b) and (5.4b) to be consistent in terms of dimensions, the background field
also has to have [χ] = η/2. We can allow for a general dimension for f also, setting
[f ] = df . In particular, as discussed in the Introduction, it will be convenient to entertain
the possibility that df 6= 0. Due to its place in the cutoff action (2.3) we thus write [44]:
R
(
p2/f
)
= −kd−η− d2df r
(
p2
k2−df f
)
, (5.5)
where the profile function r(z) is a dimensionless function of a dimensionless argument. The
crucial ingredient here is the minus sign on the right hand side, reflecting the minus sign of
the conformal factor in quantum gravity as mentioned in section 4.1. At a practical level,
this sign ensures that singularities are avoided in the modified propagator
[
Γ
(2)
k +Rk
]−1
in (1.5), cf. [7]. The cutoff operator performs the suppression of modes correctly if the
profile function r(z) satisfies the requirements limz→0 r(z) > 0 and limz→∞ r(z) = 0, see
e.g. [44, 48].
Now we come to the crux of the matter. How can we combine the systems of flow and
msWI equations (5.3), (5.4), to reach a deeper background independent description? We are
inspired to ask this question by the dramatic demonstration that background independence
can be restored by a certain change of variables [21]. However in ref. [21], only LPA for
scalar field theory was treated, and this change of variables was guessed at, using physical
intuition. In the current case it is not so easy to guess the result. Indeed a priori it is not
even any longer clear that a background independent RG description should exist.
In appendix A we show that we could have deduced the change in variables in ref. [21]
directly from the structure of the flow and msWI equations by recognising that they can be
combined by eliminating their right hand sides, leaving a linear partial differential equation,
which can then be solved by the method of characteristics. This provides the change of
variables which in turn collapses the equations to manifestly background independent form.
We can generalise this technique to the current situation, at the price of further
restrictions on R when η 6= 0. Concentrating on the right hand sides of the V equa-
tions (5.3), we see that they differ only in the final term, namely R˙ for the flow equation,
and
[
∂χR+
d
2 ∂χlnf R
]
for the msWI. Concentrating on the right hand sides of the K
equations (5.4), we see that they also only differ in the final term and furthermore in the
same way. Therefore if we can arrange for these final terms to have the same p dependence,
the right hand sides of the V equations become essentially the same, and likewise the K
equations. This allows the flow and msWI equations to be combined into linear partial
differential equations, which again we solve to deduce the required changes of variable.
From (5.5), we see that
∂χlnf R˙ = (2− df )
[
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R
]
− η ∂χlnf R . (5.6)
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Since ∂χlnf does not depend on p, we see we automatically achieve our aim if η = 0,
without further restriction on R. However if η 6= 0, then to achieve our aim we need also
η ∂χlnf R = A
[
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R
]
, (5.7)
for some constant A. Rearranging, we see that this implies
f
∂R
∂f
=
(
η
A
− d
2
)
R , (5.8)
i.e., recalling (5.5), that R is a power of its argument. Even though we do not need the
restriction in the η = 0 case, we can use such a power-law cutoff for this case too. These
types of cutoff have the added benefit that they ensure that the derivative expansion
approximation preserve the quantisation of the anomalous dimension in non-gravitational
systems, e.g. scalar field theory [6, 44, 49]. Hence, we set
r(z) =
1
zn
, implying zr′(z) = −nr(z). (5.9)
To ensure finiteness of the integrals on the right hand sides of (5.3) and (5.4), the exponent
n has to be chosen such that n > d/2− 1, cf. [44]. From (5.5) we also need to ensure that
n 6= η
2− df −
d
2
, (5.10)
otherwise R becomes independent of k. In terms of such an r we then have the replacements
∂tR = −kd−η− d2df
(
d− η + 2n− d+ 2n
2
df
)
r
(
p2
k2−df f
)
, (5.11a)
∂χR+
d
2
∂χlnf R = −kd−η− d2df d+ 2n
2
∂χlnf r
(
p2
k2−df f
)
. (5.11b)
Exploiting this allows us to eliminate the right hand sides, combining the flow equa-
tion (5.3a) with the msWI (5.3b) into a single equation,
∂χlnf ∂tV = α
(
d
2
∂χlnf V + ∂χV − ∂ϕV
)
, (5.12)
where the constant α is given by
α = 2
(
1− η
d+ 2n
)
− df , α 6= 0 , (5.13)
and where the inequality follows from (5.10). The flow equation for the kinetic term (5.4a)
and its msWI (5.4b) can also be combined to give the similar equation
∂χlnf ∂tK = α
(
∂χK − ∂ϕK + d− 2
2
∂χlnf K
)
. (5.14)
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The two combined equations (5.12) and (5.14) are solved by the method of characteristics
to give the change of variables
V (k, ϕ, χ) = f(χ)−
d
2 V˜ (k˜, φ), K(k, ϕ, χ) = f(χ)−
d
2
+1K˜(k˜, φ), k˜ = kf(χ)
1
α , (5.15)
where we have highlighted the dependence on the original and the transformed RG scale
and used the total field φ = χ+ϕ. Under this change of variables the systems (5.3) for the
potential and (5.4) for the kinetic term are respectively equivalent to the first and second
equation in the following system,
∂t˜V˜ = −
1
2
(2n+ d)α k˜α(n+d/2)
∫
dp pd−1 Q˜0 r
(
p2
)
, (5.16a)
∂t˜K˜ = −(2n+ d)α k˜α(n+d/2)
∫
dp pd−1 P˜ r
(
p2
)
. (5.16b)
Here ∂t˜ ≡ k˜∂k˜, and Q˜0 and P˜ are given by applying the change of variables (5.15) to (4.20)
and (4.24) and pulling out a factor of fd/2 (temporarily suppressing the χ dependence).
Equivalently in (4.20) and (4.24), replace V by V˜ , K/f by K˜, and R by fd/2R. Since it
turns out from (5.5), (5.9) and (5.15), that
f
d
2R(p2/f) = − k˜ 12 (d+2n)α/p2n , (5.17)
we see that the change of variables indeed has removed all dependence on both χ and f
from the new system of equations (5.16).
The next step consists in adopting dimensionless variables. We remark that the mass
dimension of the transformed RG scale k˜ may deviate from one,
[
k˜
]
= 1 + df/α. It is
therefore helpful to define a new RG scale given by
kˆ = k˜
α
α+df , (5.18)
in terms of which the dimensionless versions of the flow equations take their simplest and
most natural form. The mass dimension of this is
[
kˆ
]
= 1 and the dimensionless quantities
are then given by the following redefinitions,
V˜ = kˆd Vˆ , K˜ = kˆd−2−ηKˆ, φ = kˆ
η
2 φˆ, p = kˆ pˆ . (5.19)
Note that if
[
k˜
]
= 0 we cannot make variables dimensionless by using k˜, and the definition
of kˆ then makes no sense. Since making the variables dimensionless is equivalent to the
blocking step in the Wilsonian RG framework [6, 44], in this case the Wilsonian RG frame-
work breaks down. We therefore need to utilise the freedom to choose the cutoff exponent
n so that
α 6= −df or equivalently η 6= d+ 2n , (5.20)
using (5.13). Combining (5.18) and the last equation in (5.15) we obtain (1.8), the already
advertised expression for kˆ.
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Given that the momentum dependence of the cutoff R in (5.5) is held in the cutoff
profile −r(z), and that f(χ) has disappeared from the equations, since [kˆ] = [p] = 1,
[x] = −1 and [ϕ] = η/2, by dimensions it has to be the case that
f
d
2 R
(
p2/f
)
= − kˆd−η r(p2/kˆ2) , (5.21)
as can also be readily verified from (5.17) and (5.18). The transformation thus provides a
RG scale that converts the cutoff function into the form expected in scalar field theories,
e.g. [44, 50], except for the sign reflecting the conformal factor problem. We will pursue
this connection further in section 7.1.
Expressing the system (5.16) in terms of the dimensionless variables then finally
leads to
∂tˆVˆ + dVˆ −
η
2
φˆVˆ ′ = − (d− η + 2n)
∫
dpˆ pˆd−1 Qˆ0 r
(
pˆ2
)
, (5.22a)
∂tˆKˆ + (d− 2− η)Kˆ −
η
2
φˆKˆ ′ = −2(d− η + 2n)
∫
dpˆ pˆd−1 Pˆ
(
pˆ2, φˆ
)
r
(
pˆ2
)
. (5.22b)
where tˆ = ln(kˆ/µ) and where now
Qˆ0 =
[
Vˆ ′′ − Kˆpˆ2 − r(pˆ2)]−1 (5.23)
Pˆ =− 1
2
Kˆ ′′Qˆ20 + Kˆ
′
(
2Vˆ ′′′ − 2d+ 1
d
Kˆ ′pˆ2
)
Qˆ30 (5.24)
+
[{
4 + d
d
Kˆ ′pˆ2 − Vˆ ′′′
}(
r′(pˆ2) + Kˆ
)
+
2
d
pˆ2r′′
(
pˆ2
) (
Kˆ ′pˆ2 − Vˆ ′′′
)](
Vˆ ′′′ − Kˆ ′pˆ2
)
Qˆ40
− 4
d
pˆ2
(
r′
(
pˆ2
)
+ Kˆ
)2 (
Vˆ ′′′ − Kˆ ′pˆ2
)2
Qˆ50 ,
and primes denote derivatives with respect to φˆ. We will refer to the two equations (5.22)
as the reduced system. It consists of two partial differential equations for Vkˆ(φˆ) and Kˆkˆ(φˆ)
with respect to the RG scale kˆ and the total conformal factor field φˆ.
The solutions of the original systems (5.3) and (5.4) comprising the flow equation
and msWI for the potential and the kinetic term are mapped onto the solutions of the
reduced system (5.22) in a one-to-one fashion by the changes of variables (5.15), (5.18)
and (5.19). In this way, the RG flow of the ansatz (4.1) for the effective action is fully
captured by a set of differential equations that do no longer depend on the background field
χ or the parametrisation function f in (1.2). Therefore, the existence of fixed points, the
structure of their eigenspectra, as well as the presence of possible global RG trajectories
are not affected by the way the conformal factor is parametrised in (1.2). The msWI (1.7)
has made it possible to gain complete control over the dependence of the potential and
the kinetic term on the background field and has led to the significant simplifcation as
embodied by the reduced system (5.22) compared to the original systems (5.3), (5.4).
The change of variables (5.15) together with (5.18) turns the effective action (4.1) into
Γk[ϕ, χ] =
∫
ddx
(
−1
2
K˜kˆ(φ) (∂µφ)
2 + V˜kˆ(φ)
)
, (5.25)
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where the two RG scales are related by (1.8), and we have made use of the approximation
of slow background fields ∂µχ = 0. Hence the solutions are such that the measure factor is
absent in (5.25) but the right hand side still depends on the background field through kˆ.
This is expected since the right hand side of the msWI (1.7) contains the background field
dependent cutoff operator which is an intrinsic feature of the RG flow. As mentioned in
the Introduction, the cutoff operator drops out in the limit k → 0 and the effective action
should become a function of the total field φ only. As we can see from (1.8), this is indeed
the case. If the exponent of k is positive the limit k → 0 implies kˆ → 0 and the right
hand side of (5.25) becomes a function of φ only. This remains true if the exponent of
k in (1.8) is negative, where now k → 0 corresponds to kˆ → ∞ and the right hand side
of (5.25) would represent an ultraviolet fixed point of (5.22). In either case this leads to
a background independent effective action in the limit k → 0 as a result of combining the
msWI with the flow equation.
5.3 Equivalence of RG flows and (non-)existence of k-fixed points
As emphasised in the previous section, the reduced system (5.22) is equivalent to the orig-
inal system of flow equations (4.22) and (4.23) when also the equations of the msWI (4.30)
and (4.31) are imposed. However, this is an equivalence between differential equations.
By contrast, we now ask if the RG flow described by the reduced system (5.22) expressed
in terms of the background independent RG scale kˆ is equivalent to the RG flow of the
original equations (4.22) and (4.23). Such an equivalence of RG flows would require in
particular that fixed points of one system correspond to fixed points of the other, and we
will see now that whether this is true in the present case depends on the parametrisation
function f . Furthermore we will discover that in the general case, the inherent dependence
on the background field χ, forced by the background dependence of the cutoff (and policed
by the msWI), actually forbids the very existence of k-fixed points.
Let us first concentrate on fixed point solutions for the potential. Denoting quantities
that have been made dimensionless using the original RG scale k, with a bar, we write
V (ϕ, χ) = kd−
d
2
df V¯ (ϕ¯, χ¯), ϕ = kη/2ϕ¯, χ = kη/2χ¯ (5.26)
for the original potential of (4.22), resulting in fixed point solutions satisfying ∂tV¯ = 0. On
the other hand we have from the change of variables (5.15) and the corresponding relation
in (5.19) that
V (ϕ, χ) = kˆdf−d/2Vˆ (φˆ), φˆ =
(
k/kˆ
)η/2
(χ¯+ ϕ¯) . (5.27)
Using the relation (1.8) between the two RG scales, the last two equations combine to give
V¯ (k, ϕ¯, χ¯) =
(
k−df f
) dη
2(d−η+2n)
Vˆ (kˆ, φˆ). (5.28)
Recalling (1.6) and bearing in mind that the partial derivative in the fixed point condition
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∂tV¯ = 0 does not act on the dimensionless arguments ϕ¯ and χ¯, the last relation leads to
∂tV¯ =
(
k−df f
) dη
2(d−η+2n)
{
1
α+ df
(
α+
η
2
χ∂χlnf
)
∂tˆVˆ
+
(η
2
χ∂χlnf − df
)( dη
2(d− η + 2n) Vˆ −
η
2(α+ df )
φˆVˆ ′
)}
. (5.29)
The kinetic term K can be dealt with similarly. Changing to the dimensionless version
using k gives the analogue of (5.26),
K(ϕ, χ) = kd−2−η−(
d
2
−1)df K¯(ϕ¯, χ¯), (5.30)
and the analogue of (5.27) is
K(ϕ, χ) = kˆd−2−ηf
d
2
+1Kˆ(φˆ). (5.31)
Combining these results in
K¯(ϕ¯, χ¯) =
(
k−df f
)− (n+1)η
d−η+2n
Kˆ(φˆ) (5.32)
which we use to calculate
∂tK¯ =
(
k−df f
)− (n+1)η
d−η+2n
{
1
α+ df
(
α+
η
2
χ∂χlnf
)
∂tˆKˆ
−
(η
2
χ∂χlnf − df
)( (n+ 1)η
d− η + 2nKˆ +
η
2(α+ df )
φˆKˆ ′
)}
. (5.33)
From (5.29) and the last equation we see that in general the kˆ-fixed point condition ∂tˆVˆ =
∂tˆKˆ = 0 of the reduced flow (5.22) does not imply k-fixed points ∂tV¯ = ∂tK¯ = 0 of the
original flow.
In fact for flows in k, the situation is in general dramatically worse than that. Since
solutions Vˆ (φˆ) and Kˆ(φˆ) are in one-to-one correspondence with solutions V¯ (ϕ¯, χ¯) and
K¯(ϕ¯, χ¯) of the original system, but depend on one less variable, equations (5.29) and (5.33)
actually imply in general that k-fixed points cannot exist. To see this note that holding
tˆ fixed implies through (1.8) that k varies as f(χ)−1/α. Through (5.26), this then also
fixes the dependence of χ¯ in terms of χ. From (5.19), holding φˆ fixed then fixes also the
dependence of ϕ¯ in terms of χ. With these dependences in place we can still freely vary χ
while holding all background independent (i.e. hatted) quantities fixed. Assuming η ∂χlnf
varies with χ, and noting (5.20), we thus see from (5.29) that the fixed point condition
∂tV¯ = 0 implies both ∂tˆVˆ = 0 and
dη
2(d− η + 2n) Vˆ −
η
2(α+ df )
φˆVˆ ′ = 0 =⇒ Vˆ ∝ φˆ 2dd+2n , (5.34)
which by inspection of (5.22a), is impossible. With the same assumption and reasoning,
we see from (5.33) and (5.22b) that ∂tK¯ = 0 is also impossible. Therefore we have shown
that if η ∂χlnf varies with χ, fixed points with respect to k cannot exist.
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If η ∂χlnf does not depend on χ then one of three possibilities must be met:
1. η 6= 0 and f(χ) ∝ χγ for some power γ 6= 2df/η,
2. η 6= 0 and f(χ) ∝ χ2df/η,
3. η = 0 (f of any form and df any value).
In the first case ∂tV¯ = 0 implies
∂tˆVˆ +A
{
dη
2(d− η + 2n) Vˆ −
η
2(α+ df )
φˆVˆ ′
}
= 0 , (5.35)
for some constant A 6= 0. Therefore substituting this equation into (5.22a) results in a
non-linear ordinary differential equation which potentially has solutions Vˆ (φˆ) but which,
by (5.35), do not correspond to a kˆ-fixed point, ∂tˆVˆ = 0. The same arguments establish
the corresponding result for the kinetic term K. Therefore we have shown that in this case
k-fixed points can exist but then do not correspond to kˆ-fixed points.
In the final two cases the second term in braces vanishes, in both (5.29) and (5.33),
thus implying that in these cases the two fixed point conditions are now equivalent:
∂tV¯ = ∂tK¯ = 0 ⇔ ∂tˆVˆ = ∂tˆKˆ = 0. (5.36)
In the first two cases f is fixed to be power-law. Note that, as with the f(φ) = φ2
case discussed in the Introduction, this means that φ˜ should be restricted to be positive.
Although it is not clear how one implements such a constraint in practice in the functional
integral (2.1), the reader can check that the constraint has no influence on the steps taken
to derive either the flow equation or the msWI both at the exact level and in terms of
the derivative expansion in section 4. Therefore we arrive at the same final equations but
with restrictions on the range, in particular φˆ should be restricted to be positive in the
power-law case. Such restrictions in principle affect solutions of these equations [14] but
will not play a significant roˆle in this paper.
Summarising, since the reduced equations are independent of the form of f , clearly
kˆ-fixed points are also not affected by the form of f . On the other hand the form of f plays
a crucial roˆle for flows in the background-dependent scale k, and in particular for flows
that satisfy the msWI (as they must given the form of the partition function). If η 6= 0 and
f is not power-law (for example f is of exponential form) then k-fixed points are actually
forbidden by the required background dependence at finite k. If f is power-law but not of
the prescribed form:
f(χ) ∝ χ2df/η , (5.37)
then k-fixed points are not forbidden but do not coincide with kˆ-fixed points. Finally if f
takes the above prescribed form, or η = 0, then the two notions of fixed points coincide,
viz. (5.36). In the next section we will gain an understanding of these results in terms of
scaling dimensions and renormalization.
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6 Interpreting the equations and their properties
In the Introduction we already briefly touched on a number of subtle physical issues that
lie hidden below the equations. In this section these will be fully explored. In particular
this allows us to explain key results we uncovered in the previous section.
6.1 Scale dependence and renormalization
In the functional RG approach and in the effective action, we can usually ignore the dis-
tinction between bare and renormalised quantities, providing we are concerned only with
fixed points and providing we identify dimensions of quantities with their scaling dimen-
sions (see e.g. the lectures [6]). This is a consequence of the fact that nothing runs and
fundamentally there is no scale in the problem, so setting the scale in the effective action to
k (the infrared scale introduced by hand) and using this to express all dimensionful quan-
tities in dimensionless terms, effectively takes care of the renormalization and no further
renormalization is necessary. Renormalization is then only needed if we move away from
the fixed point, thus introducing a mass-scale and running couplings, see e.g. [51].
However in the present case we must pay attention to the fact that the background
metric g¯µν receives its definition in the ultraviolet, as part of the bare action and functional
integral. This includes for example its roˆle in the source term and insertion of the infrared
cutoff cf. eqs. (2.1)–(2.4). Through the derivation (see sections 2 and 3), it is this bare g¯µν
that then appears explicitly in the flow equation (1.5), msWI (1.7), and ensuing equations,
culminating in (5.3) and (5.4), and thus also for consistency in the effective action (1.4).
Since g¯µν is replaced by a composite operator through (1.2), this matters, as we see
when we consider what dimension df we should assign to f . As already discussed in the
Introduction, if we regard the reference metric gˆµν as on the same footing as the quantum
metric g˜µν and background metric g¯µν , then we must set df = 0 as is clear from (1.2). This
works fine if also the dimension of φ is [φ] = 0, equivalently η = 0, since then f(φ) can be
any function of the field and still be consistent with dimensions. Indeed from section 5.3
we saw that in this case, k-fixed points are allowed and furthermore coincide with the
background independent notion of kˆ-fixed points.9
However as already mentioned, we have to allow for a non-vanishing anomalous dimen-
sion of the conformal fluctuation field [ϕ] = η/2. This is to ensure that the kinetic term for
ϕ remains finite in the RG evolution. At an operational level, one usually further requires
that it remain canonically normalised i.e. K(0, χ) = 1. If we want to preserve this normali-
sation away from a fixed point, we also require η to run with scale.10 But since constructing
a continuum limit requires that the RG trajectory emanate from a fixed point, we can for
a local treatment take η to have a fixed value. (This discussion parallels the treatment
of fixed points in scalar field theory [44, 49] which can then be generalised to incorporate
a running anomalous dimension for the full renormalised trajectory [51].) Had we been
working at O(∂2) or higher with the background field, we would need a similar normalisa-
9We saw this holds also for df 6= 0. We comment on this case later.
10Or more precisely depend on couplings that run with scale.
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tion for its kinetic term11 and thus an anomalous dimension for χ which in general would
not be the same as η, reflecting the difference in ϕ˜–χ interactions versus ϕ˜ self-interactions
that are forced by the breaking of split symmetry. Since we treat χ at the LPA level, its
anomalous dimension is in general not determined (see the discussion in ref. [52]) however
in our case for the left hand sides of the broken split Ward identities (5.3b) and (5.4b)
to be consistent in terms of dimensions, the background field has to also have [χ] = η/2.
Thus working at the LPA level for χ, the two anomalous dimensions are forced to be equal
ultimately by the fact that the bare action in the functional integral (2.1) depends only on
the total quantum conformal factor field φ = χ+ ϕ˜.
Now we see that in order to maintain df = 0, f necessarily contains a dimensionful
parameter. Given that f(φ) is defined by its introduction in the ultraviolet, at a fixed
point this parameter can only be k0, the overall ultraviolet cutoff scale that regularises the
functional integral, cf. (2.1). In this way we see that f is really a function of the dimen-
sionless combination φ/k
η/2
0 . At a fixed point there are no other dimensionful parameters
we could use. (Na¨ıvely we might be tempted to try and escape this conclusion by using k
inside f(φ) instead, but this makes no sense for an ultraviolet quantity, as well as causing
the derivation of the flow equation (1.5), as given in section 2, to break down completely.)
Similarly, if f is taken to have a non-zero dimension df 6= 0 then at a fixed point the
dimensionful part must be given by the appropriate power of k0. Putting all this together
we see that in reality
f(φ) = k
df
0 F
(
φ
k
η/2
0
)
, (6.1)
for some dimensionless bare function F . This has two profound consequences.
Firstly, using k to make a dimensionless version of the parametrisation of the back-
ground conformal factor field
f¯(χ¯) = F
(
χ¯ e
η
2
(t−t0)
)
edf (t0−t) , (6.2)
where t0 = ln(k0/µ), we see that generally such insertions run with scale t in such a
way that the t dependence cannot be eliminated, unless at the same time we eliminate
f . In particular it appears in this form in the effective action (4.1). Since in this original
background-dependent description we cannot eliminate f because its presence is required by
(remnant) diffeomorphism invariance (1.3), we now understand why we found in section 5.3
that k-fixed points are in general forbidden.
Secondly, since k0 is to be sent to infinity in order to form the continuum limit, this
means that everything that involves f , including the flow equation (1.5), msWI (1.7) and
effective action (1.4) are not yet well defined. f , V and K, ϕ and χ, must all be regarded
as bare quantities. We must search for a way to rewrite these expressions as renormalised
quantities, i.e. such that they can be declared finite and independent of k0 (equivalently
t0). But this is precisely what is achieved by the transition to background-independent
variables V˜ , K˜ and k˜ in (5.15)! Indeed in terms of these we are left with the reduced
equations (5.16) in which all dependence on f has disappeared, and thus we are free to
11Taking into account also the mixing term ∼ ∂µχ∂µϕ.
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declare the tilde quantities to be finite. If we wish we can now define renormalised versions
of the original variables via an equation of the same form as (5.15):
VR(k, ϕR, χR)=fR(χR)
− d
2 V˜ (k˜, φ), KR(k, ϕR, χR)=fR(χR)
− d
2
+1K˜(k˜, φ), k˜=kfR(χR)
1
α ,
(6.3)
where φ = ϕR+χR. Since the transformation is of the same form, it is guaranteed that the
reduced equations (5.16) are then equivalent to the original system (5.3) and (5.4) with all
bare quantities replaced by their renormalised quantities. For the renormalised conformal
factor parametrisation, by dimensions and finiteness
fR(φ) = µ
dfFR
(
φ
µη/2
)
, (6.4)
where µ is the arbitrary finite physical scale introduced in (1.6). But note that, apart
from being defined over the same range, the dimensionless renormalised function FR need
not in fact bear any relation to the bare function F . Comparing (6.3) and (5.15) sets
up direct relations (generally divergent in the limit k0 → ∞) between renormalised and
bare quantities. Thus comparing the two formulae for k˜ gives fR(χR) = f(χ) which,
through (6.4) and (6.1), gives the relationship between bare χ and renormalised χR:
F
(
χ
k
η/2
0
)
=
(
µ
k0
)df
FR
(
χR
µη/2
)
, (6.5)
and thus through φ which is common to both, the relationship between ϕ and ϕR. Finally
the first two equations in (6.3) and (5.15) then set up the relationship between bare and
renormalised potential and kinetic terms.
This is the case for general functions F and FR. We have already highlighted one
special case where η = df = 0. From (6.1), we confirm that in this case f does not actually
depend on k0. Setting F = FR, no renormalization is necessary. Another similar special
case where no renormalization is necessary is the power-law (5.37) since then dimensions
df and [φ] again match, and thus again k0 drops out so that f(φ) = F (φ). In these cases we
see also that no running is induced by background dependence either, since it also follows
from (6.2) that f¯(χ¯) = F (χ¯), i.e. is t-independent. It is therefore not surprising that these
two cases were found in section 5.3 to result in the two definitions of fixed points coinciding.
The remaining possibilities for f and df involve dimensional assignments that imply
the presence of a bare mass scale, k0. Either f(φ) is general and η = 0 but df 6= 0, or
f(φ) ∝ φγ is power-law but not of the prescribed form (5.37). In both cases we saw in
section 5.3 that k-fixed points could exist for K¯ and V¯ . However in the first case they
coincided with kˆ-fixed points, whereas in the latter case they did not. Although these
conclusions are intruiging, it is not really correct to regard either case as resulting in fixed
points with respect to k since in both cases the effective action still evolves with t. To see
this note that, since the dimensions no longer match up, f¯(χ¯) runs with t, although for
these two cases now in a purely multiplicative way:
f¯(χ¯) = F (χ¯) e(
ηγ
2
−df)(t−t0) (6.6)
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(with η = 0 in the first case). Therefore after appropriate multiplicative redefinitions the t
dependence could be eliminated. This is of course achieved in the scaled background-
independent variables by (5.19). The mismatch in dimensions means that it is not
achieved in the scaled original variables (5.26) and (5.30). Therefore at k-fixed points,
although K¯ and V¯ do not evolve, the effective action (4.1) continues to evolve with t as
we claimed. Furthermore in both cases in physical (unscaled) units we have from (6.1)
that f(χ) = F (χ) k
df−ηγ/2
0 , so the effective action (4.1) still depends on k0 and thus still
needs renormalization. (This renormalization proceeds straightforwardly from (6.3), with
both V and K renormalising multiplicatively and from F (χ) = (µ/k0)
df−ηγ/2F (χR), being
multiplicative for χ also in the power-law case.)
6.2 Symmetries and dimensions
As touched on in the Introduction, having a consistent set of dimensional assignments is
equivalent to a statement of scale invariance in theory space. Thus for example, the con-
ventional choice in quantum field theory on Minkowski space is to provide the coordinates
with a mass dimension [x]E = −1, momentum with a mass dimension [p]E = 1 and consis-
tently assign such dimensions to all quantities Q in the theory, so that under the scaling
Q 7→ λ[Q]EQ, all the equations remain invariant (and thus in particular actions, flow equa-
tions, broken Ward identities etc. remain invariant). It is a symmetry of “theory space”,
mapping from one theory to another, rather than a symmetry of any particular theory,
because anything with a non-zero mass dimension including massive couplings and masses
m, will also get scaled in the process, thus e.g. [m]E = +1 =⇒ m 7→ λm. Nevertheless
the existence of a consistent set of dimensional assignments is an important constraint (as
any physics undergraduate ought to know).
As argued in the Introduction, a natural choice is then to set [f ]E = 0. Identifying
these assignments with the so-called “engineering dimensions”, in other words not taking
into account anomalous scaling, we also set [φ]E = 0. Then from e.g. (4.1), we read off
[V ]E = d and [K]E = d− 2.
However in a gravitational theory and in particular in the present conformally reduced
theory, there is more than one way to consistently assign dimensions. As we have already
noted in the Introduction, the ‘diffeomorphism’ invariance (1.3), since it is a consistently
realised scaling symmetry (in theory space rather than a particular theory except for the
exponential parametrisation), it can also be regarded as a consistent set of dimensional
assignments [x]D = −1, [f ]D = 2, extended to [p]D = 1 in equation (5.1). All other
quantities have zero dimension: [φ]D = [V ]D = [K]D = 0.
The existence of a consistent set of anomalous scaling dimensions imply a further set
of consistent dimensional assignments which can be taken just to be the multiple of η.
Thus [φ]A = 1/2, [K]A = −1, whilst [x]A = [p]A = [V ]A = 0. (See e.g. (5.19), or (5.26)
and (5.30).)
Since these are three different scaling symmetries, we can then assign dimensions ac-
cording to any ‘diagonal’ subgroup of our choosing, i.e. without loss of generality define for
all quantities Q 7→ λ[Q]Q, where [ ] = a [ ]A + b [ ]D + c [ ]E for some real numbers a, b, c.
These dimensional assignments thus form a vector space, spanned by [ ]A, [ ]D and [ ]E .
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I = A D E
[p]I 0 1 1
[x]I 0 −1 −1
[f ]I 0 2 0
[φ]I
1
2 0 0
[V ]I 0 0 d
[K]I −1 0 d− 2
[R]I −1 0 d
[k]I − 2(d+2n)α 0 2α
Table 1. Consistent ‘Anomalous’, ‘Diffeomorphism’, and ‘Engineering’ dimension assignments.
Recall that α is given by eq. (5.13).
For our system of equations the vector space is in fact three dimensional, i.e. this is the
maximum number of linearly independent dimension assignments.
Since φ = χ + ϕ, the dimensions of the components are dictated from [φ], as well as
that of the quantum variable: [χ] = [ϕ] = [ϕ˜] = [φ]. Through (2.3) the dimension of the
cutoff operator R is then dictated. Finally through the choice (5.5) with power-law (5.9),
this determines also a consistent choice of dimension for k. For the three linearly inde-
pendent choices discussed, the results are displayed in table 1. The resulting dimensional
assignments for k may look funny but we emphasise that they are fixed self-consistently
with the other assignments in order to be a symmetry of all the equations. The reader
can check that with these assignments, all equations in the paper obey these three scaling
symmetries, in particular also the flow equations and broken split Ward identities in their
various forms.
A number of other scaling symmetries equivalently dimensional assignments are at
play, but they are all linear combinations of those in table 1. For example, na¨ıvely scaling
dimensions are given by
[ ]scaling = [ ]E + η [ ]A . (6.7)
There is an ‘unphysical scaling symmetry’ determined by the power-law cut-
off (5.9) [44]:
[ ]U = [ ]E + (d+ 2n) [ ]A , (6.8)
under which the cutoff-scale is invariant: [k]U = 0. It is this scaling symmetry that allows
the anomalous dimension to be quantised in e.g. scalar field theory [6, 44, 49, 52].
One can also recognise a ‘Weyl dimension’ where dimensions are chosen in order to
balance the powers of f1/2:
[ ]W = [ ]E − [ ]D , (6.9)
or equivalently according to the scaling of the fields under (global) Weyl transformations
f 7→ λ−2f , leaving coordinates invariant. Indeed under these we see that [x]W = [p]W = 0,
also [φ]W = 0, whereas [f ]W = −2, [V ]W = d and [K]W = d − 2. In the framework of
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quantum gravity, where we would like to consider arbitrary diffeomorphisms as functions
of the coordinates, this is arguably a more natural choice of dimension assignment. Let us
note this symmetry ensures that the theory does not depend on Newton’s constant G and
the cosmological constant Λ separately but only on a combination, in an analogous sense to
that argued in ref. [53]. Indeed, following our remarks below (1.4), let us define according
to some chosen background χ, K(0, χ) = 1/(8piG) and V (0, χ) ≡ V0 = Λ/(16piG).12 Under
the Weyl scaling, we can absorb G into f and V , so that the normalisation conditions only
define the combination GV
1−2/d
0 :
V (0, χ′) =
1
2
(8piG)
2
d−2Λ =
(
8piGV
1−2/d
0
) d
d−2
, (6.10)
where the change in f is compensated by a change in background χ 7→ χ′.
Finally, we can also justify the dimension assignments we have been assuming all along,
since these are also a linear combination of the dimensions in table 1:
[ ] =
(
1− df
2
)
[ ]E +
df
2
[ ]D + η [ ]A . (6.11)
Thus from the table, [p] = 1, [x] = −1, [φ] = η/2, [V ] = d − d df/2, [K] = d − 2 − η −
(d/2− 1) df , [R] = d− η − d df/2 and in particular [f ] = df and [k] = 1.
Once background independent variables are adopted and dimensionless combinations
chosen as in (5.19), the scale (kˆ) no longer appears explicitly in the equations (5.22). The
action of the scaling symmetries on the remaining variables Vˆ , Kˆ, φˆ and pˆ is such that [ ]D =
[ ]E = −η [ ]A, i.e. they are all proportional to one another and only one scaling symmetry
survives. The simplest normalisation is provided by the unphysical scaling symmetry:
[pˆ]U = 1 , [Vˆ ]U = d , [Kˆ]U = −2(n+ 1) , [φˆ]U = (d+ 2n)/2 . (6.12)
7 Comparisons
7.1 Comparison to scalar field theory
The flow equation for the effective action Γ[φ] of a standard scalar field φ is analogous
to (1.5) and reads
∂tΓ =
1
2
Tr
[
δ2Γ
δφδφ
+Rk
]−1
∂tRk, (7.1)
where we have left the k-dependence of the effective action implicit. To compare the present
setup to standard scalar field theory, we note that if we absorb all factors containing the
parametrisation function f in (4.1) into K and V and let V 7→ −V the result is
Γ 7→ −Γsf = −
∫
ddx
(
1
2
K (∂µϕ)
2 + V
)
, (7.2)
where Γsf is the ansatz for the effective action one would write down in the derivative
expansion up to O(∂2) of standard scalar field theory. Strictly speaking this is true up to
12V0 is analogous to λ0 in ref. [53]. Strictly we should here be using renormalised variables as described
in the previous section, or assume a parametrisation for f that does not require renormalization.
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the fact that here K and V also depend on the background field, but as far as the flow
equation (7.1) is concerned the background field just appears as a parameter and does not
affect the conclusions we will come to here. There is also the additional difference given
by the choice of dimensions as reflected in (5.26) which will be appropriately taken care of
in a moment. Motivated by the overall minus sign included in the cutoff (5.5) reflecting
the conformal factor sign in quantum gravity, we also make the replacement Rk 7→ −Rk.
Taken together these changes convert the flow equation (7.1) into
∂
∂t
Γsf = −1
2
Tr
[(
Γ
(2)
sf +Rk
)−1 ∂
∂t
Rk
]
, (7.3)
which is the flow equation for the standard scalar field theory effective action Γsf of (7.2)
with an additional minus sign on its right hand side.
Let us pause here to see how these alterations can be connected with the use of the
msWI that led to the change of variables (5.15). As mentioned before, the effect of this
change of variables is to convert the ansatz (4.1) for the effective action into (5.25), which
is precisely of form (7.2) if we also replace V 7→ −V . Moreover, we have seen earlier that
the new RG scale kˆ defined by (5.18) and the last equation in (5.15), i.e. (1.8), converts
the cutoff operator (5.5) into the simpler version (5.21). The fd/2 factor in this expression
takes care of the measure factor in (2.3), leaving a cutoff action that takes the form used
in standard scalar field theory up to its overall sign and the replacement η 7→ d − 2 + η.
Substituting for the anomalous dimension according to this rule is necessary to pass from
the dimension of the conformal factor field to the dimension of a standard scalar field.
Hence, after implementing the replacement rules
V 7→ −V and η 7→ d− 2 + η (7.4)
in (5.22), we obtain the same flow equations as for standard scalar field theory with the
replacements Γsf 7→ −Γsf and Rk 7→ −Rk, i.e. the flow (7.3).
This relation to scalar field theory can be exemplified in d = 3 dimensions. Apply-
ing (7.4) to the reduced flow (5.22) and evaluating the integrals reproduces the scalar field
theory flow equations of ref. [44] with an additional minus sign on their right hand sides
as in (7.3).13
The second replacement rule in (7.4) simply amounts to a redefinition of a parameter
and does not represent a structural difference to scalar field theory. Similarly, at a math-
ematical level, changing the sign of the potential is only a simple change of variables for
the equations (5.22). Of course, at a physical level passing from V to −V is not innocuous
since it can lead to a potential unbounded below. But as far as the mathematical analysis
of the differential equations (5.22) is concerned, we conclude that the only relevant differ-
ence to scalar field theory is a relative minus sign between its left and right hand sides. As
noted in ref. [33] this sign nevertheless in principle forbids the existence of well-defined RG
flows towards the infrared (instead allowing such flows only towards the ultraviolet) thus
undermining the Wilsonian interpretation, with potentially profound consequences.
13When the equations are compared it should be noted that the RG time used in [44] corresponds to −tˆ
in the present context and the right hand sides are rescaled with the factor 1/(2pi) compared to (5.22).
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Note that it is impossible however to eliminate this relative minus sign by further
redefinitions whilst leaving all other terms of the same form. In (5.22) the sign of the
∂tˆ is readily changed by reversing the direction of RG flow, and the η/2 terms are readily
changed by redefining η 7→ −η, but the sign cannot be flipped on the dimension assignments
in front of Vˆ and Kˆ since they had to take these values in order to eliminate kˆ and thus
k from these equations, cf. (5.16). Such a relative minus sign is therefore meaningful not
just for flows but also at fixed points. Indeed we will see in a companion paper that the
fixed point solutions are not related to those in scalar field theory [14].
7.2 Comparison with the earlier work
The question arises how these results compare to the study [18], where the RG flow of the
conformal factor has been investigated within a bi-field LPA. The ansatz for the effective
action in [18] reads
Γk[φ, χ] = − 3
4pi
∫
d4x
{
1
2Gk
(∂µφ)
2 +
1
2GBk
(∂µχ)
2 +Wk(φ, χ)
}
. (7.5)
It is expressed as a functional of the total conformal factor field φ = χ + ϕ, where ϕ
and χ refer to the variables used here in the original flow equations (4.22) and (4.23),
and W (φ, χ) is a general scale dependent potential. It also contains the scale dependent
analogue of Newton’s constant Gk for the total field as well as for the background field,
GBk . The reference metric of (1.2) is also chosen to be gˆµν = δµν in [18] and we have
implemented this in (7.5) as well as transcribed into the present notation. After deriving
the flow equation and the msWI for the potential W , it is then found that they cannot
in general be satisfied simultaneously, as evidenced in particular by the fact that they
cannot be satisfied simultaneously at a non-Gaussian fixed point. Importantly, as in (5.5),
the cutoff operator in [18] is also implemented with respect to the covariant background
field Laplacian. However, a crucial difference between (7.5) and our ansatz for the effective
action (4.1) is that the kinetic terms in (7.5) are not formulated in terms of the background
field covariant derivative, nor is the appropriate measure factor containing the background
field included in (7.5). As a consequence the remnant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3) and
the resulting tight constraints on the structure, are not realised. If the background field is
varied, the operator describing high and low momentum modes of the classical conformal
factor in (4.1) changes with it as dictated by this invariance and as the gravitational setting
requires, whereas the high and low momentum modes of the ansatz (7.5) remain the same.
Due to these differences, a direct comparison of results is not possible.
Although we will not pursue the connection, let us note that the symmetries, in par-
ticular Weyl transformations [ ]W discussed in subsection 6.2, background independence
through shift Ward identities, and maintenance of remnant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3)
through the background covariant cutoff (2.3), play a roˆle in the discussions of Weyl invari-
ance and Weyl invariant regularisation in refs. [32, 54], where however these invariances
are imbued with extra meaning. In ref. [54] it looks like the Weyl invariant formulation
RG equations are non-autonomous, forbidding the existence of fixed points, although this
issue is solved in ref. [55]. As above [18], the similarities with our work however seem to
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be only superficial, and in particular there is no connection to our proof in section 5.3 that
k-fixed points are forbidden for general parametrisations.
8 Summary and conclusions
A physical definition of scale necessarily depends on the metric. As we discussed in the
Introduction, since in quantum gravity the metric itself must fluctuate, it is no longer
immediately clear what is meant non-perturbatively by such a basic notion in interacting
quantum field theory as scale invariance, and more generally scale dependence as expressed
through the Renormalization Group (RG). This issue is therefore certainly important for
the asymptotic safety programme. But it is obviously important for any theory of quantum
gravity, since if it is to be phenomenologically successful the theory has to allow a large
separation of ‘scales’, whatever this is supposed to mean, between the short distances where
quantum gravity is believed to be important and the large distances where gravity is known
experimentally to behave essentially classically.
Utilising the background field method whereby dependence on scale k is measured
through some (general unspecified) background metric g¯µν does not on its own resolve the
issue since the notion of scale is then inherently dependent on this g¯µν . As argued in general
in the Introduction and demonstrated in detail within the conformally reduced quantum
gravity model in section 5.1, this means that solutions of the RG flows in general then
depend on the choice of background metric.
Within the conformally reduced gravity model, and following the well understood
route [5, 17, 18, 21, 23, 36–39], imposing broken split Ward Identities at any finite scale k,
if everything is done exactly, is then sufficient to ensure that the theory depends only on
the total field φ = ϕ + χ in the limit as k → 0, since if the msWI is satisfied at any k it
is then satisfied at all scales k where the solution for the effective action makes sense, and
thus also in the limit k → 0 where the broken Ward Identity turns into the exact Ward
Identity. This limit has however to be taken at fixed finite physical momenta and fields, i.e.
unscaled, so that these values become ever larger with respect to k, and thus the term in
braces in (1.7) vanishes as a consequence of Rk also vanishing in this limit, clearly turning
the modified Ward Identity into the exact Ward Identity.
There are two evident problems with this prescription as so formulated however. Firstly
since it is practically impossible to solve either the flow equations or the msWI exactly, it
is typically no longer guaranteed in practical calculations that the theory depends only on
the total field φ in the limit k → 0. The second problem is potentially much more severe
and is one of principle. RG properties are realised with a running (thus non-vanishing)
k and utilising scaled momenta and fields, and thus the description remains necessarily
background dependent. Background independence can at least in principle recovered, but
only as k → 0, and in unscaled units, where the RG properties will no longer be manifest.
It would seem that following this strategy, this is the best we can hope for. Both RG
properties and background independence can be incorporated, but in a way in which only
one of the two properties is manifest in any given description. This however leaves open the
possibility that the two properties are actually incompatible at some level. In this paper
we have seen that in general this is in fact the situation that arises, at least within the
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conformally reduced model we investigated. We showed in section 5.3 that for anomalous
dimension η 6= 0 and a general choice of parametrisation f(φ), RG fixed points are actually
forbidden on any flows that satisfy the msWI.
It is important to understand the impact that this has. As emphasised in the Introduc-
tion, the msWI is not an optional extra. Providing the partition function can be defined,
background independence is built in to the original partition function by ensuring depen-
dence only on the total field φ˜. This in turn leads to the msWI which thus must be satisfied
at all points k on the flow if we are to be describing the physical system that was intended.
Fixed points are not guaranteed but certainly a desired centrally important property: with-
out these, again we have no notion of scale invariance. The Wilsonian RG construction of
a renormalised trajectory emanating from a fixed point cannot be implemented, and thus
according to our current understanding there is no sense in which a continuum limit can
be constructed. Therefore the general case, where RG fixed points are forbidden, leads to
the worst-case scenario for the conflict between RG notions and background independence
mentioned in the first paragraphs above and in the Introduction.
The research reported on in this paper was inspired by the discovery in a scalar
field theory model, of a transformation to background-independent variables including
a background-independent notion of scale, kˆ, which thus automatically ensures that the
msWI is then satisfied all along the flow [21]. However this transformation was guessed at,
using physical intuition. In appendix A, we showed that the changes of variables discovered
in ref. [21], could have been deduced from the structure of the equations, namely the fact
that the flow equation and msWI could be combined to give a linear partial differential
equation, whereupon the change of variables is found by the method of characteristics.
In the current case, given that (remnant) diffeomorphism invariance does not allow
background dependence to be removed from the cutoff, it is not clear a priori that a back-
ground independent RG description should exist at all. However in section 5.2 we saw that
flow equations and msWIs can be combined to give linear partial differential equations if
η = 0 or/and a power-law profile (5.9) is chosen. This in turn led to changes of variables
which reduce the system of equations to manifestly background-independent flows (5.22)
in a new scale kˆ given by (1.8). These guarantee that the msWIs and flow equations are
simultaneously satisfied, and unify together in one description both background indepen-
dence, and RG properties such as fixed points, RG trajectories and so on. Therefore kˆ
defines a background-independent notion of scale, providing an answer to the questions
raised in the first paragraphs of the Introduction and Conclusions.
Currently it is not clear whether the cutoff being power-law is then a necessary con-
dition for the existence of background-independent variables in the case η 6= 0. It seems
reasonable to conjecture that for a different cutoff form the change of variables from com-
bining the msWIs with the flow equations, still exists, but takes an implicit form such that
in principle there also is a set of reduced equations which would lead to qualitatively the
same RG structures, as could be argued for in general on the grounds of universality.
We found further convincing evidence that these reduced equations (5.22) uncover
a deeper level of description. Firstly, the equations are also manifestly independent of
the form of the parametrisation f(φ) and of its dimension. This means of course that
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the existence or otherwise of kˆ-fixed points, their properties, and the structure of kˆ flows
in theory space, are also independent of these details. They are universal in this sense.
In the literature various choices have been advocated, for example f(φ) = exp(2φ) [32]
or f(φ) = φ2 [18, 33]. The existence of the reduced equations demonstrates that it is
possible to quantise the conformal factor in a way which is completely independent of
such choices (including the possibility that f , and thus the metric, actually vanish for
some values of φ, and up to topological restrictions on the range of φ as discussed at the
end of section 5.3). More generally there is advocacy for various parametrisations of the
metric, for example [31, 54, 56, 57] and for the spin connection [58–60]. It is tempting
to conjecture that in fully fledged gravity there also exists a deeper analytical description
which is manifestly independent of these details.
Exploiting the fact that solutions of the reduced equations are in one-to-one corre-
spondence with those solutions of the original flow equations that also obey the msWIs,
in sections 5.3 and 6.1 we saw that such flows with respect to k are very much affected
by the choice of parametrisation f . As already reviewed, in the general case fixed points
are actually forbidden. However for special cases, in particular if η = 0 or if f takes the
prescribed power-law form (5.37), the scaled form of f does not run with t and also we
saw that k-fixed points are then allowed by the msWIs. Furthermore we saw that in these
cases the k-fixed points coincide with the kˆ-fixed points, which of course were there all
along since their existence and properties are independent of the choice of f . (We also saw
that there were special cases where k-fixed points are allowed, which either coincide with
kˆ-fixed points [η = 0, df 6= 0] or do not coincide with kˆ-fixed points [η 6= 0, f power-law
but not of form (5.37)], but which do not fully correspond to fixed points since, although
the effective potential V and kinetic term K are fixed, the effective action (4.1) still runs
with t in these cases because f still runs with t.)
The cases where the scaled version of f(φ) runs with t correspond to cases where f
contains a dimensionful parameter. As argued in section 6 this dimensionful parameter
is set at the overall bare cutoff scale and thus can be taken to be proportional to k0,
as introduced below (2.1). If quantum gravity (or rather here the conformally truncated
model) is to have a continuum limit, we need to have a renormalised description which
is independent of the ratio k0/µ as k0/µ → ∞. Even if we regard the description as an
effective theory only, where we might naturally put k0 ∼ MPlanck (the Planck mass), in
order to achieve an effective continuum description we still require such a description. The
background independent variables of the reduced equations automatically provide such a
description but are not directly related to physical observables. Again using the one-to-one
correspondence we saw in 6.1 how then to renormalise the original background-dependent
variables. In particular we saw that, apart from being defined over the same range, there
need not be any direct relation between the bare parametrisation f and renormalised
parametrisation fR. The existence of a background independent realisation of the flow
equations therefore allowed us to renormalise the equations and thus remove the implicit
dependence on the overall cutoff k0. Had we not been able to do so, again there would have
been no strict sense in which RG could be formulated in this context since the equations
would have remained dependent on two scales, the bare scale k0 and the infrared scale k.
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It is tempting therefore to conjecture that this holds in general: background independent
flow equations necessarily exist if renormalization is possible in such gravitational systems.
We established all these properties in a very general (non-polynomial) truncation de-
fined by keeping all quantities to O(∂2) in the fluctuation field ϕ, while taking the slow
background field limit. The latter amounts to working in the LPA for χ. In section 4, we
generalised the algorithmic technique put forward in ref. [44] for computing the functional
trace order by order in the derivative expansion, to both the flow equation and msWI
in the current model. As discussed in section 4.5 some care is needed in evaluating the
msWIs in the slow background field limit. By taking the derivative expansion to O(∂2)
in the fluctuation field ϕ, this is already a significant step beyond the scalar field theory
model in ref. [21], which was treated only at the LPA level. This step is necessary if we
are to treat reliably the case of non-vanishing anomalous dimension η. We will investigate
this along with the fixed point structure in ref. [14]. Of course an even more significant
step is the treatment of a case where background dependence is forced by the structure of
the equations. In close analogy with fully fledged quantum gravity, requiring background
dependence in such a way as to respect remnant diffeomorphism invariance (1.3), forced
the appearance of the background metric (3.1), equivalently f(χ) terms, in the effective
action (4.1), the flow equation (2.9) and msWI (3.8). The use of the slow field limit for χ
gives this remnant symmetry maximum power in the sense that no space-time derivatives
of f(χ) can appear, and the appearances of f(χ) are then determined uniquely. Had we
worked beyond LPA for χ we would need local diffeomorphism invariance to constrain the
background dependence. At the same time use of the momentum representation would no
longer be straightforward, nor would it be necessarily justified to make the tacit assump-
tion (built into the momentum representation) that the space-time manifold is covered by
one single patch of infinite extent.
Staying within the conformally truncated model but going to O(∂4) would allow us
to include the effect of the Weyl anomaly in d = 4 dimensions, see e.g. [32]. In d = 2
dimensions, going to O(∂2) in the background field χ would allow us to make contact with
Liouville field theory [61]. The similarity of the reduced equations to scalar field theory as
investigated in section 7.1, already brings us tantalisingly close, however O(∂2) for χ also,
is needed to address the Weyl anomaly and dependence on background curvature.
From the treatment given here, it still looks like a large step to these cases and indeed
to fully fledged quantum gravity. In particular for a full treatment at least in the usual
approach we would need to include gauge fixing and ghosts, with the consequences that
were discussed in the Introduction. For these reasons, refs. [40, 62–64] perhaps furnish a
promising direction to take these ideas forward. With the significant increase in complexity
however comes also a powerful increase in symmetry. This paper illustrates that symmetries
can be equally powerful even if broken by the cutoff, by requiring the appropriate modified
Ward Identities to be fully incorporated. Already in the current model, the expression for
the background-independent scale (1.8) could not easily be guessed. It seems the nearest
to a direct route would have been to deduce it from the assumed scaling dimensions, if
one can argue that the cutoff must transform from form (5.5) into the form (5.21). In
the current model, multiple scaling symmetries (three dimensions worth) also seem to
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be important for the existence of a background-independent description (and not just in
allowing scale-invariant parametrisations), since as we saw in section 6, the background-
independent variables turn out to be invariants under a two-dimensional subgroup of these
symmetries. Finally, let us emphasise that we were able to discover the background-
independent description by following a constructive mathematical — essentially algorithmic
— process. This would seem to provide the strongest hint on how to proceed in these more
complex cases.
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A Solving for background independent variables in scalar field theory
Ref. [21] reported on an investigation of background dependence in the theory of a single-
component real scalar field φ in d Euclidean space-time dimensions. An infrared cutoff
Rk
(−∂2, ϕ¯) = (k2 + ∂2 − h(ϕ¯)) θ(k2 + ∂2 − h(ϕ¯)) , (A.1)
was incorporated, that depended on an arbitrary function h of a background scalar field
ϕ¯ and RG time t. The cutoff breaks the split symmetry that encodes the fact that the
fundamental scalar theory depends only on the total classical field φ = ϕ¯+ ϕ. Working at
the LPA level but retaining separate dependence on the two fields, the flow equation for
the effective potential V (ϕ, ϕ¯) was found to be (in dimensionless variables):
∂tV − 1
2
(d− 2) (ϕ∂ϕV + ϕ¯∂ϕ¯V ) +dV = (1−h)
d/2
1−h+ ∂2ϕV
(
1−h− 1
2
∂th+
1
4
(d−2)ϕ¯h′
)
θ(1−h) ,
(A.2)
and the broken split Ward Identity was found to be:
∂ϕV − ∂ϕ¯V = h
′
2
(1− h)d/2
1− h+ ∂2ϕV
θ(1− h) . (A.3)
It was then demonstrated that the change of variables
V = (1− h)d/2Vˆ , ϕ = (1− h) d−24 ϕˆ− ϕ¯, t = tˆ− ln√1− h (A.4)
in the region h(ϕ¯) < 1, allows the two equations to be combined into a single universal
flow equation where all background dependence, and dependence on h, has disappeared.
The change of variables was arrived at by inspection, recognising that in terms of the
running scale k, the last equality translates in dimensionful variables into kˆ =
√
k2 − h,
which is precisely the replacement that is needed in (A.1) in order to transform this cut-
off operator into the standard field independent cutoff operator where h = 0 [21]. In
dimensionless variables, this transformation of the renormalization group scale k induces
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corresponding transformations on the field and the potential as expressed in the first two
equations in (A.4).
Here we want to show that this change of variables can be derived directly from the
structure of the equations (A.2) and (A.3). This approach is therefore more powerful and
generally applicable, in particular to the gravitational case as treated in section 5.2.
We note that the parts of (A.2) and (A.3) which are non-linear in V appear only on
the right hand sides (as a consequence of the general structure of the exact RG and msWI
equations). Again as a consequence of their general structure the non-linear dependence is
the same, and thus can be eliminated by combining the equations:
h′
2
∂tV − d− 2
4
h′(ϕ+ ϕ¯)∂ϕV +
d
2
h′V +
(
1− h− 1
2
∂th
)
(∂ϕ¯V − ∂ϕV ) = 0 . (A.5)
The second and last term already imply some simplification if we use the total field φ = ϕ+ϕ¯
instead of ϕ:
h′
2
∂tV − d− 2
4
h′φ∂φV +
d
2
h′V +
(
1− h− 1
2
∂th
)
∂ϕ¯V = 0 . (A.6)
Since these partial differential equations are linear in V , they can be solved by the method
of characteristics. From (∂tV, ∂ϕ¯V, ∂φV,−1) · (δt, δϕ¯, δφ, δV ) = 0, we identify the normal to
the solution surface and thus from (A.6) also the vector field that generates characteristic
curves in the surface depending on some auxiliary parameter s:
dt
ds
=
h′
2
, (A.7a)
dϕ¯
ds
= 1− h− 1
2
∂th , (A.7b)
dφ
ds
= −d− 2
4
φh′ , (A.7c)
dV
ds
= −d
2
h′ . (A.7d)
Combining (A.7a) and (A.7b) we can regard ϕ¯ as a function of t such that
h′
2
dϕ¯
dt
+
1
2
∂th = 1− h , (A.8)
and thus
ln
√
1− h = −t+ tˆ , (A.9)
where we have introduced the integration constant tˆ. Combining (A.7a) and (A.7d) shows
that V exp dt is an integration constant, or equivalently from (A.9),
Vˆ = (1− h)−d/2V , (A.10)
where Vˆ is the integration constant. Finally, combining (A.7c) and (A.7d), and us-
ing (A.10), we have
φ = (1− h) d−24 φˆ , (A.11)
in terms of some integration constant φˆ. We see that equations (A.9)–(A.11) reproduce
the desired change of variables (A.4).
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